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Learning from large, unlabeled web corpora has proven effective for a vari-

ety of multimodal understanding tasks. But algorithms that leverage this type

of data often assume literal visual-textual correspondences, ignoring the non-

literal ways in which users actually communicate online. As user attention is

increasingly dominated by multimedia content (e.g., combinations of text, im-

ages, videos, etc.), community moderators require tools capable of processing

these complex forms of communication.

In this work, we detail our progress towards two related research goals. The

first goal is to leverage multimodal web data in settings of weak (or “web”)

supervision. The ultimate aim of this line of work is to build models capable

of drawing connections between different modes of data, e.g., images+text. To

this end, we present algorithms that discover grounded image-text relationships

from noisy, long documents, e.g., Wikipedia articles and the images they con-

tain. We also demonstrate that noisy web signals, such as speech recognition

tokens from user-generated web videos, can be leveraged to improve perfor-

mance in caption generation tasks.

While these results show that multimodal web data can be leveraged for

building more powerful machine learning-based tools, the communicative in-

tent of multimodal posts, which extend significantly beyond literal visual de-

scription, are not well understood. Thus, the second goal is to better under-

stand communication in a non-textual web. We first conduct an in-vivo study



of several Reddit communities that focus on sharing and discussing image+text

content; we train algorithms that are able to predict popularity in this setting,

even after controlling for important, non-content factors like post timing. Fi-

nally, inspired by the fact that when text accompanies images online, rarely does

the text serve as pure literal visual description (an assumption enforced by most

curated image captioning datasets), we introduce algorithms capable of quan-

tifying the visual concreteness of concepts in multimodal corpora. We find not

only that our scoring method aligns with human judgements, but that concrete-

ness is context specific: our method discovers that “London” is a consistent,

identifiable visual concept in an image captioning dataset (because post-hoc an-

notators only mention “London” in captions if the image is iconically so), but

not in a Flickr image tagging dataset (because users may tag any image that

happens to be taken in London with the geotag “London”).
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND ORGANIZATION

Today’s web plays host not only to an increasing diversity of communities,

but also to an increasing diversity of modalities of communication as users mix

text, images, videos, and audio. Content analysis tools like language and im-

age processing algorithms have significant potential to offer insight into the dy-

namics of these communities and to enable the development of new tools for

improving user experiences. But bridging the gap between content recognition

(e.g., object detection in images or named-entity recognition in text) and contex-

tual understanding remains a challenge.

The work in this dissertation details our efforts towards two related research

goals. First, our goal is to leverage large, unlabeled web corpora to build com-

puter systems capable of bridging the gap between different modalities; these

tools enable a number of promising practical applications. Second, our goal is

to understand the manner in which visual-textual content is used for commu-

nication in online contexts. As we will argue later in this introductory section,

these two research goals are closely linked.

1.0.1 What is visual-textual grounding?

From the perspective of the machine learning researcher, visual-textual ground-

ing can be defined as a set of tasks that require machines to understand connec-

tions between multiple modes of data, e.g., images and text. Many promising AI

applications require understanding connections between multiple data modes.

To list a few:
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1. Robot Navigation: As robots play an increasingly important role in our

day-to-day lives, users should ideally be able to interact with them via

natural language commands, e.g., “go to the kitchen,” or “pick up the

yellow ones” (Matuszek et al., 2012; Artzi and Zettlemoyer, 2013; Ander-

son et al., 2018). Because robots commonly interpret the physical world

through cameras,1 robot navigation thus frequently depends on a map-

ping of vision and language.

2. Alt-text generation for the web: A longstanding challenge in web de-

sign is how visual content can be made accessible to low vision and blind

users (Lazar et al., 2007). The nonprofit organization WebAIM2 says that

“adding alternative text for images is the first principle of web accessibil-

ity,” but many web images do not provide this context. Automatic alt-text

generation algorithms (Wu et al., 2017a; MacLeod et al., 2017), built to ad-

dress this challenge at scale, must build a joint representation of images

and generated text.

3. Interactive accessibility tools: Mobile computing devices, often equipped

with cameras, offer a promising means for low vision and blind people

to access visual information. Prior work has examined human-in-the-loop

solutions for answering visual questions based on photos taken from these

devices (Bigham et al., 2010; Brady, 2015), but automated methods might

scale better. To this end, machine learning tasks like visual question an-

swering/captioning for people who are blind have been framed (Gurari

et al., 2018, 2019, 2020).

4. Web Video Parsing: Prior work in human-computer interaction suggests

1Other modalities are also gaining poularity, e.g., LiDAR (in conjunction with with visible
spectrum camera data) in the case of self-driving cars (Sun et al., 2019c).

2https://webaim.org/
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that users of instructional videos have improved experiences when pre-

sented with an annotated timeline of subgoals (Margulieux et al., 2012;

Kim et al., 2014; Weir et al., 2015). To deploy timeline generation methods

at web scale, automatic tools must be used. Recent work in video caption-

ing and action localization e.g., Zhou et al. (2018b); Wang et al. (2019b),

has taken strides towards this goal.

5. Cross-modal Search+Retrieval: Information needs for users are evolv-

ing: an ideal search engine should be able to support both multimodal

queries and responses (Jeon et al., 2003; Rasiwasia et al., 2010). Similarly,

the types of organizations with the need to organize and index multimedia

content continues to expand: the Smithsonian recently released “nearly

3M 2D/3D digital items” from their collections,3 the Associated Press re-

leases 1M images and 70K videos to accompany their news articles annu-

ally (The Associated Press, 2020), and the British Library extracted 400K

images from historical volumes (mostly) from the 19th century (British Li-

brary Labs, 2016)

1.0.2 A brief theoretical case for studying grounding problems

The ability of humans to bridge gaps between different modes of perception

is an intrinsic aspect of cognition. The study of capacity for multimodal com-

prehension has roots in cognitive science, and has been actively pursued since

at least the 1970s (Miller and Johnson-Laird, 1976). In stating the well-known

symbol grounding problem, Harnad (1990) asks: “How can the semantic inter-

pretation of a formal symbol system be made intrinsic to the system, rather than

3https://www.si.edu/openaccess
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just parasitic on the meanings in our heads?”

A grounded consideration of language, more broadly, is arguably required

for systems capable of general language understanding, as well. Bender and

Koller (2020) propose a thought experiment:4

Imagine that we were to train a [language model] on all of the well-

formed Java code published on Github. The input is only the code.

It is not paired with bytecode, nor a compiler, nor sample inputs and

outputs for any specific program... We then ask the model to execute

a sample program, and expect correct program output.

They argue that such a test is “patently unfair,” because one cannot expect to

learn the semantics of a programming language, given access only to the sur-

face code forms (and no sample executions). Extending that logic, some argue

that, barring grounding to our physical environment, social contexts, and per-

ceptions, some aspect of meaning will be “out-of-reach” for language processing

systems (see Bisk et al. (2020) for a recent survey).

1.1 A Practical Case for Considering Multimodal Web Data

The history of artificial intelligence is fraught with boom-bust cycles of hype and

disappointment.5 Over its 70+ year history, many predictions about AI have not

4One closely related to the “Chinese room” of Searle (1980).
5Indeed, an (arguably overly-)optimistic perspective has underlay AI since its founding. In

addition to framing a number of important directions in AI (e.g., language processing, compu-
tational creativity, etc.) the organizers of the foundational Dartmouth Workshop of 1956 pre-
dicted that significant progress could be made on those directions “if a carefully selected group
of scientists work on it together for a summer” McCarthy et al. (1955). And yet, even 60 years
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come true, and specific methods and algorithms evolve quickly. One of the rare

observations that has withstood the test of time (at least so far) is the unreasonable

effectiveness of data: algorithms trained on large, unlabeled corpora scraped from

the web tend to perform well on many benchmark AI tasks. Indeed, Halevy

et al. (2009) called web data “the best ally we have” to address many important

questions in AI.

Recent performance advances in language processing and computer vision

continue to be largely driven by adapting existing algorithms to operate on un-

structured, noisy, cheap-to-collect web datasets. To provide a brief (and incom-

plete) survey of some recent results across various data modalities:

• Language processing: Raffel et al. (2019) achieves high performance on a

suite of 10 difficult benchmark language understanding tasks (Wang et al.,

2019a),6 by pretraining a sequence-to-sequence neural network (Sutskever

et al., 2014) on 35B tokens from common crawl7 web dumps.

• Image classification: Mahajan et al. (2018) collect approximately 3.5B In-

stagram images with user-generated hashtags. They pretrain a slightly

older neural architecture (Xie et al., 2017) on these noisy images/tags, and

achieve state-of-the-art performance on the ImageNet classification task

(Russakovsky et al., 2015).

• Video understanding: Miech et al. (2019) pretrain a video/text model using

100M noisy web video clips from YouTube using a cross-modal retrieval

later, through multiple AI winters, many of these problems remain largely unsolved. A more
complete history is given in Crevier (1993).

6SuperGLUE is a “meta benchmark” encompassing work from Levesque et al. (2011); Poliak
et al. (2018); Rudinger et al. (2018); Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados (2019); Bentivogli et al.
(2009); Giampiccolo et al. (2007); Bar Haim et al. (2006); Dagan et al. (2006); Zhang et al. (2018b);
Khashabi et al. (2018); Roemmele et al. (2011); De Marneffe et al. (2019); Clark et al. (2019).

7https://commoncrawl.org/
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model; they achieve high performance on several video understanding

tasks (e.g., retrieval), and even exceeded the upper bound of training with

supervision on an action localization task (Zhukov et al., 2019).

While it remains an open question as to whether or not consideration of

even multimodal web data can truly lead to grounded language understand-

ing,8 from a practical, tool-building perspective, it undoubtedly offers a promis-

ing method for training performant algorithms. Thus, one of the research goals

discussed here is to leverage multimodal web data for constructing such tools.

1.2 Understanding Online Communication

As social interactions increasingly manifest online, the form and importance

of digital communication continues to evolve. Natural language processing

tools are promising for understanding web community dynamics; prior work

has shown, for instance, that word-usage predicts user lifecycle (Danescu-

Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2013), that message phrasing significantly impacts the

spread of content (Tan et al., 2014) and that language correlates with how con-

troversial a post will eventually become (Hessel and Lee, 2019).

The modern web, however, is not limited to text, as user attention is increas-

ingly dominated by images, videos, etc. (Yu et al., 2011; Rainie et al., 2012; Singer

et al., 2014). Indeed, traditional social media platforms like Facebook, Twitter,

etc. universally support multimodal content; newer platforms like Snapchat

and Instagram, solely focused on multimedia communication, continue to grow

8See § 6.0.2 for a fuller discussion.
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in popularity. Thus, community moderators have a need to understand nontex-

tual forms of communication from a computational perspective.

1.2.1 Prior Theories of Image-Text Communication

Fortunately, visual-textual communication has been previously studied: many

early theories of image-text grounding derive from systemic-functional semi-

otics (see Barthes (1988); O’toole (1994); Lemke (1998); O’Halloran (2004)), a

direction of work closely related to linguistics pursued with explaining lan-

guage as a social semiotic system. Several taxonomies have been constructed

to characterize image-text communications (Martinec and Salway, 2005; Marsh

and Domas White, 2003) (e.g., images can “extend” text, images can “re-iterate”

text, etc.). Recent efforts have been developed to operationalize some of these

ideas into machine learning classifiers (Chen et al., 2015a; Alikhani et al., 2019;

Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro, 2019; Kruk et al., 2019).

Prior work in semiotics suggests that multimodal communication can be

cross-modally compositional. One popular theory is multimodal meaning multi-

plication (Barthes, 1988) between images and text. Bateman (2014) summarizes:

The idea is that, under the right conditions, the value of a combina-

tion of different modes of meaning can be worth more than the infor-

mation (whatever that might be) that we get from the modes when

used alone. In other words, text ‘multiplied by’ images is more than

text simply occurring with or alongside images.

Jones et al. (1979) provide experimental evidence of conditional, compositional
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interactions between image and text in a humor setting, concluding that “it is the

dynamic interplay between picture and caption that describes the multiplicative

relationship” between modalities.

While “meaning multiplication” and related theories of communication are

promising in theory, computational and statistical evidence of their manifes-

tations are lacking, e.g., Chen et al. (2013b) note that many theories have not

“been operationalized into [automated classifiers]” (an observation that largely

remains true today).

1.3 The Connection Between Leveraging and Understanding

While leveraging data from the web and understanding how/why that data

was created by users for communicative purposes may seem like disjoint re-

search programs upon first examination, the two are closely connected.

As previously discussed, the manner in which users employ multimodal

content for communicative purposes is potentially quite complex. Users may

refer to dynamic real-world entities/events, communication may appear in dif-

ficult to represent social contexts, and unstated background “commonsense”

information may be required for full comprehension. Complicating the setting

compared to the text-only case: references, contexts, and commonsense refer-

ences may require cross-modal reasoning to uncover; different modalities, in

theory, may connect and interact via complex and difficult to specify mecha-

nisms. Thus, to understand multimodal web communication, we undoubtedly

need better image-text grounding tools capable of performing inferences be-

tween and across modalities.
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Conversely, the tools that produce the best performance on different cross-

modal reasoning benchmarks, in general, are dependent upon pretraining using

a large, unlabeled web corpus. At present, pretraining is undertaken either via

retrieval-style objectives that assume literal content overlap between visual and

textual content (e.g., Miech et al. (2019)), or via curated annotated tasks (e.g.,

Tan and Bansal (2019)). Better understanding how multimodal content is used

in practice will enable the design of more sophisticated unsupervised learning

criteria, and, ultimately, more powerful representations for downstream tasks.

In summary, to better leverage multimodal web data, we must reason about

its usage in online contexts. And, to better understand web communication,

we need tools capable of making more sophisticated inferences compared to

current models. Thus, there is a symbiotic relationship between these two re-

search programs, with improvements in one likely leading to improvements in

the other.

1.4 Organization and Contributions

The rest of this dissertation is organized into five chapters, detailing four pub-

lished studies. Two of them are categorized under the leveraging heading and

two of them are categorized under the understanding heading.

1. Leveraging: Discovering Visual-Textual Connections in Noisy Web Docu-

ments (Chapter 2). To effectively leverage large, visual-textual web cor-

pora, we must develop algorithms that can learn connections between

modalities. A majority of image-text grounding methods assume as in-
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put a strongly aligned corpus, e.g., images paired with captions that lit-

erally describe those images. However, the data frequently found on

the web does not have this form. In particular, images may appear in

more diverse contexts, e.g., in longer documents containing many sen-

tences that generally will not make literal reference to visual content. We

develop algorithms that learn visual-textual grounding from such multi-

image, multi-sentence documents. At training time, the algorithm must

leverage document-level co-occurrence to learn a joint embedding of im-

ages and text. At test time, we task the same algorithms with a difficult

within-document, single image-single sentence prediction task. We suc-

ceed in learning grounded information in this difficult setting, both from a

quantitative and qualitative perspective. Our structured prediction meth-

ods outperform various baselines, including object detection, a version of

our method without structured prediction, etc.

2. Leveraging: Generating Captions for Web Videos using Noisy ASR

(Chapter 3). Leveraging noisy web data can also improve performance

in supervised learning tasks. Here, we examine a generation task, where

the goal is to provide captions for web videos. Prior work on this dataset

leveraged only the visual content of video frames as input signal. We

show significant performance gains when also incorporating the noisy,

automatically-generated speech recognition tokens, which aim to capu-

tre the literal utterances of speakers in web videos. What’s more, our re-

sults suggest that visual content and ASR tokens are complementary for

the cooking instructional video corpus we consider: ASR tokens appear to

capture fine-grained information that may be difficult to visually distin-

guish (e.g., “vegetable oil” vs. “olive oil”) whereas visual content captures
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unstated background information (e.g., to mix ingredients together, you

need a bowl).

3. Understanding: Predicting Popularity in Multimodal Communities

(Chapter 4). Perhaps the best way to study multimodal communication

online is by exploring the in vivo dynamics of real communities. In this

work, we explore six communities from Reddit, and attempt to under-

stand what types of image-text posts draw community-level attention (or

not). However, when studying popularity dynamics, many non-content

factors can obfuscate the relationship between content quality and ulti-

mate reception. For example, because of diurnal patterns, when one posts

significantly influences popularity: posts made at 9AM are at a significant

advantage relative to posts made at 11AM. We carefully designed pair-

ing experiments to control for timing (and other important factors), task-

ing algorithms to predict relative popularity between posts made in quick

succession, e.g., within 30 seconds. The resulting models, on average, per-

form well — generally, they achieve higher accuracy than our estimate of

human performance. Later work demonstrated that our models also gen-

eralize well to other domains.

4. Understanding: Quantifying the Visual Concreteness of Concepts (Chap-

ter 5). When people use images and text to communicate on the web,

they are unlikely to use literal descriptions: for example, when posting

an image of a cat onto social media, who is likely to say “a cat is sitting

on a blue bed”? But what does it mean for a language to be referentially

concrete (e.g., describing literally pictured objects/actions) vs. abstract?

Our intuition is that some concepts, e.g., “dog,” may be more visually

concrete than others, e.g., “beauty.” We propose a quantification of this
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intuition based on the feature geometry of the visual-textual input corpus.

We not only demonstrate that our operationalization correlates with hu-

man judgement, but that our concreteness scores correlate with how well

retrieval-style algorithms can learn — more concrete concepts are much

easier for automated methods.

In Chapter 6, we present thoughts on two promising directions of future

work, and perspectives on ethical implications of studying web data.
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CHAPTER 2

LEVERAGING: DISCOVERING VISUAL-TEXTUAL CONNECTIONS IN

NOISY WEB DOCUMENTS

2.1 Brief Overview

Images and text co-occur constantly on the web, but explicit links between im-

ages and sentences (or other intra-document textual units) are often not present.

We present algorithms that discover image-sentence relationships without re-

lying on explicit multimodal annotation in training. We experiment on seven

datasets of varying difficulty, ranging from documents consisting of groups

of images captioned post hoc by crowdworkers to naturally-occurring user-

generated multimodal documents. We find that a structured training objective

based on identifying whether collections of images and sentences co-occur in

documents can suffice to predict links between specific sentences and specific

images within the same document at test time.

The work in this chapter is joint with Lillian Lee and David Mimno, and was

published in (Hessel et al., 2019a).

2.2 Introduction

Images and text act as natural complements on the modern web. News stories

include photographs, product listings show multiple images providing detail

for online shoppers, and Wikipedia pages include maps, diagrams, and pic-

tures. But the exact matching between words and images is often left implicit.
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Training Time:
Document-level
Co-occurrence

Testing Time:
Image/Sentence 
Link Prediction

Great day at 
the park!

Played 
frisbee with 
the dog.

Won our 
ultimate 
game!

Figure 2.1: At training time, we assume we are given a set of multi-
image/multi-sentence documents. At test-time, we predict links between in-
dividual images and individual sentences within single documents. Because no
explicit multimodal annotation is available at training time, we refer to this task
as unsupervised.

Algorithms that identify document-internal connections between specific im-

ages and specific passages of text could have both immediate and long-term

promise. On the user-experience front, alt-text for vision-impaired users could

be produced automatically (Wu et al., 2017b) via intra-document retrieval, and

user interfaces could explicitly link images to descriptive sentences, potentially

improving the reading experience of sighted users. Also, in terms of improv-

ing other applications, the text in multimodal documents can be viewed as a

noisy form of image annotation: inferred image-sentence associations can serve

as training pairs for vision models, particularly in domains lacking readily-

available labeled data.

In this work, we develop unsupervised models that learn to identify multi-

modal within-document links despite not having access to supervision at the indi-

vidual image/sentence level during training. Rather, the training documents contain

multiple images and multiple sentences1 that are not aligned, as illustrated in

1Any discrete textual unit could be used, such as n-grams or paragraphs. We focus on sen-
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Figure 2.1.

Our intra-document setting poses challenges beyond those encountered in

the usual cross-modal retrieval framework, wherein “documents” generally

consist of a single image associated with a single piece of text, e.g., an image

caption. For the longer documents we consider, a sentence may have many cor-

responding images or no corresponding images, and vice versa. Furthermore,

we expect that images within documents will be, on average, more similar than

images across documents, thus making disambiguation more difficult than in

the usual one-image/one-sentence case.

Our approach for this difficult setting is ranking-based: we train algorithms

to score image collections and sentence collections that truly co-occur more

highly than image collections and sentence collections that do not co-occur. The

matching functions we consider predict a latent similarity-weighted bipartite

graph over a document’s images and sentences; at test time, we evaluate this

internal bipartite graph representation learned by our models for the task of

intra-document link prediction.

We work with a variety of datasets (one of which we introduce), rang-

ing from concatenations of individually-captioned images to organically-

multimodal documents scraped from noisy, user-generated web content.2 De-

spite having no supervision at the individual image-sentence level, our algo-

rithms perform well on the same-document link prediction task. For exam-

ple, on a visual storytelling dataset, we achieve 90+ AUC, even in the presence

of a large number of sentences that do not correspond to any images in the

tences because there exist public sentence-level datasets that we can use for evaluation.
2Data and code: www.cs.cornell.edu/˜jhessel/multiretrieval/

multiretrieval.html
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document. Similarly, for organically-multimodal web data, we are able to sur-

pass object-detection baselines by a wide margin, e.g., for a step-by-step recipe

dataset, we improve precision by 20 points on link prediction within documents

by leveraging document-level co-occurrence during training.

We conclude by using our algorithm to discover links within a Wikipedia im-

age/text dataset that lacks ground-truth image-sentence links. While the pre-

dictions are imperfect, the algorithm qualitatively identifies meaningful pat-

terns, such as matching an image of a dodo bird to one of two sentences (out

of 100) in the corresponding article that mention “dodo”.

2.3 Task Formulation

We assume as given a set of documents where each document di = 〈S i,Vi〉 con-

sists of a set S i of ni = |S i| sentences and a set Vi of mi = |Vi| images.3 For example,

di could be an article about Paris with ni = 100 sentences and mi = 3 images of,

respectively, the Eiffel Tower, the Arc de Triomphe, and a map of Paris. For each

di, we are to predict an alignment — where some sentences or images may not

be aligned to anything — represented by a (potentially sparse) bipartite graph

on ni sentence nodes and mi image nodes. During training, we are given no access

to ground-truth image-sentence association graphs, i.e., we do not know a priori

which images correspond to which sentences, only that all images/sentences in

a document co-occur together; this is why we refer to our task as unsupervised.

We produce a dense sentence-to-image association matrix M̂i ∈ R
ni×mi , in

3Sentences and images can be considered as sequences rather than sets in our framework,
but unordered sets are more appropriate for modeling some of the crowd-sourced corpora we
used in our experiments.
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which each entry is the confidence that there is an (undirected) edge between the

corresponding nodes. Applying different thresholding strategies to M̂i’s values

yields different alignment graphs.

Evaluation. When we have ground-truth alignment graphs for test documents,

we evaluate the correctness of the association matrix M̂i predicted by our algo-

rithms according to two metrics: AUROC (henceforth AUC) and precision-at-C

(p@C). AUC, commonly used in evaluating link prediction (see Menon and Elkan

(2011)) is the area under the curve of the true-positive/false-positive rate pro-

duced by sweeping over possible confidence thresholds; random is 50, perfect is

100. p@C measures the accuracy of the algorithm’s most confident C predicted

edges (in our case, the most confident edges correspond to the largest entries in

M̂i). This metric models cases where only a small number of high-confidence

predictions need be made per document. We evaluate using C ∈ {1, 5}.

2.4 Models

Our algorithm is inspired by work in cross-modal retrieval (Rasiwasia et al.,

2010; Hodosh et al., 2013; Costa Pereira et al., 2014a; Kiros et al., 2015). Instead

of operating at the level of individual images/sentences, however, our training

objective encourages image sets and sentence sets appearing in the same docu-

ment to be more similar than non-co-occurring sets.
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2.4.1 Alignment Model and Loss Function

We assume that the dimensionality dmulti of the multimodal text-image space is

predetermined.

Extracting sentence representations We pass the words in each sentence

through a 300D word-embedding layer initialized with GoogleNews-pretrained

word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013). We then pass the sequence of

word vectors to a GRU (Cho et al., 2014) and extract and L2-normalize a dmulti-

dimensional sentence representation from the final hidden state.

Extracting image representations We first compute a representation for each

image using a convolutional neural network (CNN).4 The network’s output is

then mapped via affine projection to Rdmulti and L2-normalized.

Correspondence prediction The result of running the two steps above on an

image-set/text-set pair 〈S ,V〉 is |S | + |V | vectors, all in Rdmulti . From these, we

compute the similarity matrix M̂ ∈ R|S |×|V |, where the ( j, k)th entry is the cosine

similarity between the jth sentence vector and the kth image vector.

Training Objective We train under the assumption that co-occurring image-

set/sentence-set pairs should be more similar than non-co-occurring image-

set/sentence-set pairs. We hope that use of this document-level objective will

produce an M̂i offering reasonable intra-document information at test time, even

though such information is not available at training time.

The training process is modulated by a similarity function sim(S ,V) that mea-

4In some experiments, we use pre-computed image features from a pre-trained CNN
(Sharif Razavian et al., 2014). In other cases, we fine-tune the full image network. We spec-
ify which representation we choose in a later section.
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sures the similarity between a set of sentences and a set of images by examining

the entries of the individual image/sentence similarity matrix M̂i (specific defi-

nitions of sim(S ,V) are proposed in §2.4.2). We use a max-margin loss with neg-

ative sampling: we iterate through true documents di = 〈S i,Vi〉, and negatively

sample at the document level a set of b sets of images that did not co-occur with

S i, V
′
= {V ′

1
, ...,V ′

b
}, and a set of b sets of sentences that did not co-occur with Vi,

S
′
= {S ′

1
, ..., S ′

b
}.

We then compute a loss for 〈S i,Vi〉 by comparing the true similarities to

the negative-sample similarities. We find that hard-negative mining (Dalal and

Triggs, 2005; Schroff et al., 2015; Faghri et al., 2018), the technique of selecting

the negative cases that maximally violate the margin within the minibatch, per-

forms better than simple averaging. The loss for a single positive example is:

L (S i,Vi) = max
V′∈V′

h
(
sim(S i,Vi), sim(S i,V

′)
)
+max

S ′∈S′
h
(
sim(S i,Vi), sim(S ′,Vi)

)
(2.1)

for hinge loss hα(p, n) = max(0, α − p + n), where we set margin α = 0.2 (Kiros

et al., 2014; Faghri et al., 2018).

2.4.2 Similarity Functions

We explore several functions for measuring how similar a set of n sentences S

is to a set of m images V . All similarity functions convert the matrix M̂ ∈ Rn×m

corresponding to 〈S ,V〉 into a bipartite graph based on the magnitude of the en-

tries. The functions differ in how they determine which entries M̂i j correspond

to edges and edge weights.

Dense Correspondence (DC). The DC function assumes a dense correspon-

dence between images and sentences; each sentence must be aligned to its most
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Ingredients Mint Layer 1. 1 sticks butter 2. 1 cup powdered sugar 3. 1 table spoon 
milk ... *** Chocolate Layer #1 Although the chocolate layers are perhaps the 

simplest... until smooth *** Finishing First Layer 1. Pour evenly into a pan... *** 
Onto the Mint! The Mint mixture can be changed ... Second Layer Is Finished! 
Now comes a bit of a tricky part. ...The possibilities are endless :D *** Repeat 
Step #2 ... and final layer of your beautiful snack. *** Pulling It All Together! 1. 

Remove the dually layered bar ... *** Finishing Notes Allow the bar to acclimate...

RecipeQA

So my partner and I decided that we want to build our first In-Home 
rock climbing wall... *** We set aside a budget of $1200 and began a 

model to estimate... *** Each box represents one square foot of 
climbing space... *** After cutting a bit more plywood and lining it up... 
*** I insisted in putting a few cross braces into the angled section... 

*** I'm going to have fun with this.

DIY

Rivet A rivet is a permanent mechanical fastener... Solid rivets consist 
simply of a shaft and head... Steel rivets can be found in static 

structures such as bridges, cranes, ... They are offered from 1/16-inch 
(1.6 mm) to 3/8-inch (9.5 mm) in diameter ... The most common 

machine is the impact riveter and the most common use of 
semitubular rivets is in lighting, brakes ...

Imageclef-Wiki

[male] and [male] went to a fair on friday. There were lot of 
people there in the field. A big roller coaster was set up in the 

middle of the fair. There were also other ride to play on. 
Thankfully the last ride was the scariest ride that i refused to go 
on, was the one that went straight up and dropped down quickly.

Story-SISStory-DII

The horses are small and in the pen. Two ponies are in a dirt 
covered field near a wire fence. Brown animals are standing up 

next to each other. Two horses are grazing on green grass 
outside. A brown horse with messy fur is staring at the camera.

A run down street with grass growing in the middle it. A person's hand holding up 
a cell phone to a guinea pig in a cage. A man in a party hat sits at a table talking 
on a cell phone. A person doing a high jump on a skateboard. A keyboard sitting 

on a desk next to a large mouse pad. A man standing outside a building and 
practicing tennis. A person helping another person fix their skis. A photograph of 

sewing supplies including: scissors, a tape measure. Buttons and a needle & 
thread. A large white and blue bus driving down a street. Some people walking on 

the sand water and a kite surfer.

MSCOCO

Figure 2.2: Sample documents from six of our datasets. Image sets and sentence
sets may be truncated due to space constraints. The example from Story-DII is
harder than is typical, but we include it to illustrate a point regarding image
spread made in §2.5.1. *** denotes text-chunk delimiters present in the original
data.

similar image, and vice versa, regardless of how small the similarity might be:

sim(S ,V) =
1

n

n∑

i=0

max
j

M̂i, j +
1

m

m∑

j=0

max
i

M̂i, j. (2.2)

The underlying assumption of this function can clearly be violated in practice:5

sentences can have no image, and images no sentence.

Top-K (TK). Instead of assuming that every sentence has a corresponding image

and vice versa, in this function only the top k most likely sentence⇒ image (and

image ⇒ sentence) edges are aligned. This process mitigates the effect of non-

visual sentences by allowing algorithms to align them to no image. We discuss

choices of k for particular experimental settings in §2.5.1.

Assignment Problem (AP). We may wish to consider the image-sentence align-

ment task as a bipartite linear assignment problem (Kuhn, 1955), such that each im-

age/sentence in a document has at most one association. Each time we compute

sim(S ,V) in the forward pass of our models, we solve the integer programming

5Karpathy et al. (2014) §3.3.1 discuss violations in the image fragment/single-word case.
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problem of maximizing
∑

i, j M̂i jxi j subject to the constraints:

∀i,
∑

j

xi j ≤ 1;∀ j,
∑

i

xi j ≤ 1;∀i, j, xi j ∈ {0, 1}. (2.3)

Despite involving a discrete optimization step, the model remains fully differ-

entiable. Our forward pass uses tensorflow’s python interface, tf.py func,

and the lapjv implementation of the JV algorithm (Jonker and Volgenant,

1987) to solve the integer program itself. Given the solution x∗
i j

, we com-

pute (and backpropagate gradients through) the similarity function sim(S ,V) =
(∑

i, j Mi jx
∗
i j

)
/r where r is the number of non-zero x∗

i j
. Should we want to impose

an upper bound k on the number of links, we can add the following additional

constraint:6
∑

i, j xi j ≤ k(S ,V). For example, one could set k(S ,V) = 1

2
min(|S |, |V |).

The JV algorithm’s runtime is O(max(n,m)3), and each positive example re-

quires computing similarities for the positive case and the 2b negative samples

from Eq. 2.1, for a per-example runtime of O(b ·max(n,m)3). Fortunately, lapjv

is highly optimized, so despite solving many integer programs, AP often runs

faster than DC.

2.4.3 Baselines

We construct two baseline similarity functions, as we are not aware of existing

models that directly address our task in an unsupervised fashion.

Object Detection. For each image in the document, we use DenseNet169

(Huang et al., 2017b) to find its K most probable ImageNet classes (e.g.,

“stingray”), and represent the image as the average of the word2vec embed-

dings of those K labels. We represent each sentence in a document as the mean

6Applying (Volgenant, 2004) polynomial-time algorithm.
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word2vec embedding of its words. To form the strongest possible baseline, we

compute the cosine similarity between all sentence-image pairs to form M̂ for

K ∈ {1...20} and report the variant with the best post-hoc performance on the test set.

NoStruct. The similarity functions described in §2.4.2 rely on document-level,

structural information, i.e., for a single image in a document, the other images in a

document affect the overall similarity (and vice versa for sentences). However,

this structural information may not be worth incorporating. Thus, we train a

baseline that solely relies on single image/single sentence co-occurrence statis-

tics. At training time, we randomly sample a single image and a single sentence

from a document, compute the cosine similarity of their vector representations,

and treat that value as the document similarity. While the randomly sampled

image/sentence will not truly correspond for every sample, we still expect this

baseline to produce above-random results when averaged over many iterations,

as true correspondences have some (low) probability of being sampled.7

2.5 Experiments on Crowdlabeled Data

Our first set of experiments uses four pre-existing datasets created by asking

crowdworkers to add sentence-long textual descriptions to images in a collec-

tion. Image-sentence alignments are therefore known by construction. We do

not use these labels at training time: gold-standard alignments are only used

at evaluation time to compare performance between algorithms.8 Statistics of

these datasets are given in the top half of Table 2.1, and example documents

7This probability is equal to the density of the ground-truth, underlying image-sentence as-
sociation graph.

8The supplementary material (§ 2.10) gives more details.
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are given in Figure 2.2. Each crowdlabeled dataset is constructed to address a

different question about our learning setting.

Q: Is this task even possible? Test: MSCOCO. MSCOCO (Lin et al., 2014) was

created by crowdsourced manual captioning of single images. We construct

“documents” from this data by first randomly aggregating five image-caption

pairs. We then add five “distractor” images with no captions and five “distrac-

tor” captions with no images. Thus, a non-distractor image truly corresponds

to the single caption that was written about it, and not to the other 9 captions

in the document. There are a total of 10 images/sentences per document, and

5 ground-truth image-sentence links. A priori, we expect this to be the easiest

setting for within-document disambiguation because mismatched images and

sentences are completely independent.

Q: What if the images/sentences within a document are similar? Test: Story-

DII. Huang et al. (2016) asked crowdworkers to collect subsets of images con-

tained in the same Flickr album (Thomee et al., 2016) that could be arranged into

a visual story. In the Story-DII (= “descriptions in isolation”) case, (possibly dif-

ferent) crowdworkers subsequently captioned the images, but only saw each

image in isolation. We construct a set of documents from Story-DII so that each

contains five images and five sentences. Because images come from the same

album, images and captions in our Story-DII “documents” are more similar to

each other than those in our MSCOCO “documents.”

Q: What if the sentences are cohesive and refer to each other? Test: Story-SIS.

Huang et al. (2016) also presented all the images in a subset from the same Flickr

album to crowdworkers simultaneously and asked them to caption the image

subsets collectively to form a story (SIS = “story in sequence”). In contrast to
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train/val/test ni/mi # imgs density
(median) (unique)

MSCOCO 25K/2K/2K 10/10 83K 5%
Story-DII 22K/3K/3K 5/5 47K 20%
Story-SIS 37K/5K/5K 5/5 76K 20%
DII-Stress 22K/3K/3K 50/5 47K 2%

DIY 7K/1K/1K 15/16 154K 8%
RQA 7K/1K/1K 6/8 88K 17%
WIKI 14K/1K/1K 86/5 92K N/A

Table 2.1: Dataset statistics: top half = crowdlabeled datasets; bottom half =
organically-multimodal datasets. Density measures the sparsity of the ground
truth graph as the number of ground-truth edges divided by the number of
possible edges.
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Figure 2.3: Inter-document objective (AP, b = 10) and intra-document AUC in-
crease together during training.

Story-DII, the generated sentences are generally not stand-alone descriptions

of the corresponding image’s contents, and may, for example, use pronouns to

refer to elements from neighboring sentences and images.

Q: What if there are many sentences with no corresponding images? Test:

DII-Stress. Because documents often have many sentences that do not directly

refer to visual content, we constructed a setting with many more sentences than

images. We augment documents from Story-DII with 45 randomly negatively

sampled distractor captions. The resulting documents have five images and

fifty sentences, where only five sentences truly describe images in the docu-

ment.
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MSCOCO Story-DII Story-SIS DII-Stress
AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5

Random 49.7 5.0/4.6 49.4 19.5/19.2 50.0 19.4/19.7 50.0 2.0/2.0
Obj Detect 89.5 67.7/45.9 65.3 50.2/35.2 58.4 40.8/28.6 76.9 25.7/17.5
NoStruct 87.5 50.6/34.6 76.6 60.1/46.2 64.9 43.2/33.7 84.2 21.4/15.6

DC 98.9 93.6/80.1 82.8 71.5/55.5 68.8 51.8/38.6 94.9 64.6/44.8

TK 98.9 93.9/80.1 82.9 71.4/55.5 68.8 50.9/38.7 95.2 65.6/45.3

�

+ 1
2
k 99.0 95.0/81.1 82.0 72.6/54.9 67.6 51.9/38.0 94.7 64.0/43.7

AP 98.7 91.0/78.0 82.6 70.5/55.0 68.5 50.5/38.3 95.3 65.5/45.7

�

+ 1
2
k 98.9 93.9/80.4 81.6 72.4/54.4 67.4 52.1/37.7 94.5 65.0/43.4

Table 2.2: Results for crowdlabeled datasets (similar results for other settings
are included in the supplementary material (§ 2.10)). Values are bolded if they
are within 1% of the best-in-column performance.

Experiment Protocols. We conduct our evaluations over a single ran-

domly sampled train/dev/test split. For image features, we extract the pre-

classification layer of DenseNet169 (Huang et al., 2017b) pretrained on the Ima-

geNet (Russakovsky et al., 2015) classification task, unless otherwise specified.

We train with Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) using a starting learning rate of

.0001 for 50 epochs. We decrease the learning rate by a factor of 5 each time

the loss in Eq. 2.1 over the dev set plateaus for more than 3 epochs. We set9

dmulti = 1024, and apply dropout with p = .4. At test time, we use the model

checkpoint with the lowest dev error.

2.5.1 Crowdlabeled-Data Results

We tried all combinations of b ∈ {10, 20, 30}, sim ∈ {DC,TK,AP}. For TK and AP

we set the maximum link threshold k to min(S i,Vi) or ⌈1

2
min(S i,Vi)⌉ (denoted 1

2
k

9Anecdotally, we found that values of 256 and 512 produced similar performance in early
testing.
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in the results table).10

Table 2.2 shows test-set prediction results for b = 10 (results for b ∈ {20, 30}

are similar). The retrieval-style objectives we consider encourage algorithms to

learn useful within-document representations, and incorporating a structured

similarity is beneficial. All our algorithms outperform the strongest baseline

(NoStruct) in all cases, e.g., by at least 10 absolute percentage points in p@1 on

Story-DII.

We next show, as a sanity check, that our inter-document training objective

function (Eq. 2.1) corresponds to intra-document prediction performance (the

actual function of interest). Figure 2.3 plots how both functions vary with num-

ber of epochs, for two different validation datasets. In general, inter-document

performance and intra-document performance rise together during training;11

for a fixed neural architecture, models better at optimizing the inter-document

loss in Eq. 2.1 also generally produce better intra-document representations.

In addition, we found that i) DC, despite assuming every sentence corre-

sponds to an image, achieves high performance on DII-Stress, even though 90%

of its sentences do not correspond to an image; ii) Allowing AP/TK to make

fewer connections (i.e., setting 1

2
k) did not result in significant performance

changes, even in the MSCOCO case, where the true number of links (5) was

the same as the number of links accounted for by AP/TK+ 1

2
k; and iii) adding

topical cohesion (MSCOCO→ Story-DII) makes the task more difficult, as does

adding textual cohesion (Story-DII→ Story-SIS).

10For datasets where mi = ni and the first choice of definition for k is used, DC and T K are
the same. But running the duplicate algorithms anyway provides us with a rough sense of
run-to-run variability.

11See the supplementary material (§ 2.10) for plots for all datasets; while the general pattern
is the same, some of the training curves exhibit additional interesting patterns.
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Models have trouble with the same documents. We calculated AUC for each test

document individually. The Spearman correlation between these individual-

instance AUC values is very high: of all pairs in DC/TK/AP, over all crowdla-

beled datasets at b=10, DC vs. AP on MSCOCO had the lowest correlation with

ρ = .89.

Error analysis: content vs. spread. Why are some instances more difficult to

solve for all of our algorithms? We consider two hypotheses. The “content”

hypothesis is that some concepts are more difficult for algorithms to find mul-

timodal relationships between: “beauty” may be hard to visualize, whereas

“dog” is a concrete concept (Lu et al., 2008; Berg et al., 2010; Parikh and Grau-

man, 2011; Hessel et al., 2018; Mahajan et al., 2018). The “spread” hypothe-

sis, which we introduce, is that documents with lower diversity among im-

ages/sentences may be harder to disambiguate at test time. For example, a

document in which all images and all sentences are about horses requires finer-

grained distinctions than a document with a horse, a barn, and a tractor. The

Story-DII vs. Story-SIS example in Fig. 2.2 illustrates this contrast.

To quantify the spread of a document, we first extract vector representations

of each test image/sentence.12 We then L2-normalize the vectors and compute

the mean squared distance to their centroid; higher “spread” values indicate

that a document’s sentences/images are more diverse. To quantify the content

of a document, for simplicity, we mean-pool the image/sentence representa-

tions and reduce to 20 dimensions with PCA.

We first compute an OLS regression of image spread + text spread on test AUC

12We use DenseNet169 features for images and mean word2vec for sentences. We don’t use
internal model representations as we aim to quantify aspects of the dataset itself.
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scores for Story-DII/Story-SIS/DII-Stress13 for AP with b = 10: 42/23/16% re-

spectively (F-test p ≪ .01) of the variance in AUC can be explained by the spread

hypothesis alone. In general, documents with less diverse content are harder,

with image spread explaining more variance than text spread. When adding

in the image+text content features, the proportion of AUC variance explained in-

creases to 52/35/38%; thus, for these datasets, both the “content” and “spread”

hypotheses independently explain document difficulty, though the relative im-

portance of each varies across datasets.

2.6 Experiments on RQA and DIY

The previous datasets had captions added by crowdworkers for the explicit pur-

pose of aiding research on grounding: for MSCOCO, annotators providing im-

age captions were explicitly instructed to provide literal descriptions and “not

describe what a person might say” (Chen et al., 2015b). The manner in which

users interact with multimodal content “in the wild” significantly differs from

crowdlabeled data: (Marsh and Domas White, 2003) 49-element taxonomy of

multimodal relationships (e.g., “decorate”, “reiterate”, “humanize”) observed

in 45 web documents highlights the diversity of possible image-text relation-

ships.

We thus consider two datasets (one of which we release ourselves) of

organically-multimodal documents scraped from web data, where the origi-

nal authors created or selected both images and sentences. Statistics of these

datasets are given in the bottom half of Table 2.1.

13MSCOCO is omitted because the AUC scores are all large.
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RQA DIY
AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5

Random 49.4 17.8/16.7 49.8 6.3/6.8
Obj Detect 58.7 25.1/21.5 53.4 17.9/11.8
NoStruct 60.5 33.8/27.0 57.0 13.3/11.8

DC 63.5 38.3/30.6 59.3 20.8/16.1

TK 67.9 44.0/35.8 60.5 21.2/16.0

�

+ 1
2
k 68.1 44.5/35.4 56.0 14.1/12.5

AP 69.3 47.3/37.3 61.8 22.5/17.2

�

+ 1
2
k 68.7 47.2/36.2 59.4 21.6/15.3

Table 2.3: Performance on the organically-multimodal data; values within 1% of
best-in-column are bolded.

RQA. RecipeQA (Yagcioglu et al., 2018) is a question-answering dataset scraped

from instructibles.com consisting of images/descriptions of food prepara-

tion steps; we construct documents by treating each recipe step as a sentence.14

Users of the Instructibles web interface put images and recipe steps in direct

correspondence, which gives us a graph for test time evaluation.

DIY (new). We downloaded a sample of 9K Reddit posts made to the commu-

nity DIY (“do it yourself”). These posts 15 consist of multiple images that users

have taken of the progression of their construction projects, e.g., building a rock

climbing wall (see Figure 2.2). Users are encouraged to explicitly annotate in-

dividual images with captions,16 and, for evaluation, we treat a caption written

alongside a given image as corresponding to a true link.

We adopt the same experimental protocols as in §2.5, but increase the max-

imum sentence token-length from 20 to 50; Table 2.3 shows the test-set results.

14Recipe steps have variable length, are often not strictly grammatical sentences, and can
contain lists, linebreaks, etc.

15We required at least 25 upvotes per Reddit post to filter out spam and low-quality submis-
sions.

16As with RQA, DIY captions are not always grammatical.
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A young man writing 
on the door of a 

refrigerator

a field that has a few 
baseball players on 

it

A woman preparing 
to serve a ball 

thrown high in the 
air.

A woman with a 
tennis racket with a 
green background.

A kitchen with two 
metal sinks next to a 

stove top oven.

(a) MSCOCO; 97 AUC, 10 sentences/10 im-
ages.

... cars dressed up 
for a wedding with 

the bride and groom 
sitting in the back...

Guests stand 
outside the entrance 
of an outdoor party 

tent.

The couple made 
their way through 

the cemetery on this 
special day.

A very big castle that 
is standing tall.

A group of young 
men wearing suits 

stand and smile 
together .

(b) Story-DII; 83 AUC, 5 sentences/5 images.

My boss is great and 
makes me laugh.

I don't have to waste my time 
making extra trips after work 
to go shopping because I can 

get everything I need from 
work.

After a long day of 
dealing with customers, 
this tends to be the isle I 
visit for a nice relaxing 

evening at home.

I work at a grocery 
store, some may 

think it's lame but i 
love my job.

The store even carries 
my favorite brand of 

soup, and look at that 
price, what a deal!

(c) Story-SIS; 70 AUC, 5 sentences/5 images.

a closeup of a 
woman using her 

hands to button her 
jeans.

three tiered plates 
that has different 
kinds of cupcakes 

on them.

a woman smiles 
happily while a man 

looks on.

plate of a baked 
food with a red 

sauce in a heated 
electric oven.

a right hand petting 
a black cat with a 

grey nose.

(d) DII-Stress; 94 AUC, 50 sentences/5 im-
ages.

While I made a triple 
batch for 

competition, this 
recipe is scaled...

This layer will be 
your "meat" strip in 

the center of the 
bacon...

This one is just 
syrup and smoke. 

Combine 1cup 
bacon...

Pour the quart of 
half-and-half into the 
blender. Weigh out 

about 120g...

First, fry up a pound 
of your favorite 

thin-sliced bacon. 
For this dish...

(e) RQA; 70 AUC, 9 sentences/18 images.

Stapling the fabric on the 
seat frame. This is the hard 
part, I had to carefully align 

the fabric with the frame and 
make sure to stretch it.

Temporary stool. Bonus mat made 
with the leftover 

fabric for my phone 
and pebble time.

I bought some 
fabric, enough to fail 

on the first try.

Back of the chair 
removed.

(f) DIY; 62 AUC, 17 sentences/17 images.

Figure 2.4: Example test-time graph predictions from AP with b = 10. Each
subfigure gives the top 5 image/sentence predictions per document, in decreas-
ing order of confidence from left to right. Green edges indicate ground-truth

pairs; edge widths show the magnitude of edges in M̂i (only positive weights are
shown). Examples are selected to be representative: per-document AUC (roughly)
matches the average AUC achieved on the corresponding dataset.

In general, the algorithms we introduce again outperform the NoStruct base-

line. In contrast to the crowdlabeled experiments, AP (slightly) outperformed

the other algorithms.17 DIY is the most difficult among the datasets we consider.

To see if the algorithms err on the same instances, we again compute the

Spearman correlation ρ between test-instance AUC scores for DC/TK/AP, for

17This holds even when varying the number of negatively sampled documents; see the sup-
plementary material (§ 2.10).
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First sighted by 
Europeans around 
1600 on Mauritius, 
the dodo became 
extinct less than 

eighty years later. 
(84.5)

This archipelago was 
formed in a series of 

undersea volcanic 
eruptions 8-10 million 

years ago...
(93.9)

The island is well 
known for its natural 

beauty.
(92.1)

Mauritian Créole, 
which is spoken by 
90 per cent of the 

population, is 
considered to be the 

native tongue...
(68.3)

... a significant 
migrant population of 
Bhumihar Brahmins 

in Mauritius who 
have made a mark 
for themselves in 
different fields.

(79.8)

Figure 2.5: Predicted sentences, with cosine similarities, for images in a 100-
sentence ImageCLEF Wikipedia article on Mauritius. The first three predictions
are reasonable, the last two are not. The third result is particularly good given
that only two sentences mention dodos; for comparison, the object-detection’s
choice began “(Mauritian Creole people usually known as ‘Creoles’)”.

b = 10. We find greater variation in performance on organically-multimodal

compared to crowdlabeled data. For example, on RQA, DC and AP have a

ρ of only .64. We also repeat the regression on test-instance AUC scores intro-

duced in §2.5.1 with different results; content generally explains more variance

than spread, e.g., for AP, for RQA/DIY respectively, only 2/1% is explained by

spread alone, but 18/13% is explained by spread+content.

2.7 Qualitative Exploration

To visualize the within-document prediction for document i, we compute M̂i

and solve the linear assignment problem described in §2.4.2, taking the edges

with highest selected weights to be the most confident. Figure 2.4 contains ex-

ample test predictions (along with M̂i) from the datasets with ground-truth an-

notation. In an effort to provide representative cases, the selected examples have

AUC scores close to average performance for their corresponding datasets.
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The model mostly succeeds at associating literal objects and their descrip-

tions: tennis players in MSCOCO, castles in Story-DII, a stapler in DIY, and

bacon in a blender in RQA. Errors are often justifiable. For example, for the

MSCOCO document, the chosen caption for a picture of two people playing

baseball accurately describes the image, despite it having been written for a

different image and thus counting as an error in our quantitative evaluation.

Similarly, for RQA, a container of maple syrup is associated with a caption men-

tioning “syrup”, which seems reasonable even though the recipe’s author did

not link that image/sentence.

In other cases, the algorithm struggles with what part of the image to “pay

attention” to. In the Story-DII case (Figure 2.4b), the algorithm erroneously (but

arguably justifiably) decides to assign a caption about a bride, groom, and a car

to a picture of the couple, instead of to a picture of a vehicle.

For more difficult datasets like Story-SIS (Figure 2.4c), the algorithm strug-

gles with ambiguity. For 2/5 sentences that refer to literal objects/actions (soup

cans/laughter), the algorithm works well. The remaining 3 captions are general

musings about working at a grocery store that could be matched to any of the

three remaining images depicting grocery store aisles. DIY is similarly difficult,

as many images/sentences could reasonably be assigned to each other.

WIKI. We also constructed a dataset from English sentence-tokenized

Wikipedia articles (not including captions) and their associated images from

ImageCLEF2010 (Popescu et al., 2010). In contrast to RQA and DIY, there are

no explicit connections between individual images and individual sentences, so

we cannot compute AUC or precision, but this corpus represents an important

organically-multimodal setting. We follow the same experimental settings as in
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§2.5 at training time, but instead of using pre-extracted features, we fine-tune

the vision model’s parameters.18 Examining the predictions of the AP+fine-

tuned CNN model trained on WIKI shows many of the model’s predictions to

be reasonable. Figure 2.5 shows the model’s 5 most confident predictions on the

100-sentence Wikipedia article about Mauritius, chosen for its high image/text

spread.

2.8 Additional related work

Our similarity functions are inspired by work in aligning image fragments, such

as object bounding boxes, with portions of sentences without explicit labels

(Karpathy et al., 2014; Karpathy and Fei-Fei, 2015; Jiang et al., 2015; Rohrbach

et al., 2016; Datta et al., 2019); similar tasks have been addressed in supervised

(Plummer et al., 2015) and semi-supervised (Rohrbach et al., 2016) settings. Our

models operate at the larger granularity of entire images/sentences. Integer

programs like AP have been used to align visual and textual content in videos,

e.g., Bojanowski et al. (2015)

Prior work has addressed the task of identifying objects in single images

that are referred to by natural language descriptions (Mitchell et al., 2010, 2013;

Kazemzadeh et al., 2014; Karpathy et al., 2014; Plummer et al., 2015; Hu et al.,

2016c; Rohrbach et al., 2016; Nagaraja et al., 2016; Hu et al., 2016b; Yu et al., 2016;

Peyre et al., 2017; Margffoy-Tuay et al., 2018). In general, a supervised approach

is taken (Mao et al., 2016; Krishna et al., 2017b; Johnson et al., 2017).

18In comparable settings, fine-tuning the vision CNN yields ≈ 20% better performance in
terms of the loss in Equation 2.1 computed over the validation/test sets. For memory reasons,
we switched from DenseNet169 to NASNetSmall (Zoph et al., 2018); additional details are in
the supplementary material (§ 2.10).
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Related tasks involving multi-image/multi-sentence data include: generat-

ing captions/stories for image streams or videos (Park and Kim, 2015; Huang

et al., 2016; Shin et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017), sorting aligned (image, caption)

pairs into stories (Agrawal et al., 2016), image/textual cloze tasks (Iyyer et al.,

2017; Yagcioglu et al., 2018), augmentation of Wikipedia articles with 3D models

(Russell et al., 2013), question-answering (Kembhavi et al., 2017), and aligning

books with their film adaptations (Zhu et al., 2015); these tasks are usually su-

pervised, or rely on a search engine.

2.9 Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a family of models for learning fine-grained image-

sentence links within documents can produce good test-time results even if only

given access to document-level co-occurrence at training time.

Future work could incorporate better models of sequence within document

context (Kim et al., 2015; Alikhani and Stone, 2018). While using structured

loss functions improved performance, image and sentence representations them-

selves have no awareness of neighboring images/sentences; this information

should prove useful if modeled appropriately.19

19Attempts to incorporate document context information by passing the word-level RNN’s
output through a sentence-level RNN (Li et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2016) did not improve perfor-
mance.
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2.10 Supplementary Material

2.10.1 Data preprocessing details

MSCOCO. We downloaded the train/val 2017 images, and the train/val an-

notations from 2014 and 2017 from the MSCOCO website (but create our own

training and validation splits). Then, we randomly designate half of the im-

ages as “true” images (which will eventually be paired with their true cap-

tions in documents) and half of the images as “fake” images, which will not

be paired with their true captions in documents. Then, we randomly group

all true images into groups of five, and all fake images into groups of five.

Then, we pair each real-image set with a fake image set, and divide the result-

ing groups of 10 images into train/validation/test splits. Then, for each of the

training/validation/testing document sets independently, for each document,

we create (usually) 5 true versions of each document (for testing and validation,

we only sample a single version of each document, and do not consider the alter-

nate true captions provided by MSCOCO) because (in general) each MSCOCO

image comes with 5 caption annotations. For each of these true versions, we

randomly sample captions from a pool of all captions written on all images not

in that document (but from the train/validation/test pools independently, so

that there is no overlap between these sets, except in cases where captions hap-

pen to be identical). Then, we shuffle the sampled captions for each version.

The result is 4968/1655/1655 train/validation/test documents, but each train-

ing “document” generally consists of 5 versions because MSCOCO images gen-

erally come with 5 captions each.

Story-DII/Story-SIS. We downloaded the Story-DII/Story-SIS train/val/test
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splits along with all images from the Visual Storytelling Dataset website;20 we

preserve these splits for our train/validation/test sets. DII stories have multiple

annotations per fixed image set, whereas SIS stories have multiple annotations

per Flickr album, as human annotators were allowed to select images for their

story from all the images within an album. We discard any story with any in-

valid or missing image (the FAQ page on the data download website mentions

that images may be missing because users deleted them).

DII-Stress. We augmented the documents from Story-DII with 45 distractor

captions (i.e., captions that were not written about any of the images in the doc-

ument) selected uniformly at random. To preserve train/validation/test splits,

we limit these uniform selections to within-split samples, i.e., training docu-

ment distractor captions are sampled only from training documents.

RQA. We download the train and validation questions (29.6K/3.5K) and extract

the “context” of each question, which consists of a list of recipe steps and their

associated images; without filtering, there are 8.1K unique recipes in the train-

ing set, and 983 unique recipes in the validation data. We also download the

training/validation images provided. We treat the provided validation split as

the test data.

We concatenate the title and the body of the step (separating them with

a space). We discard recipe steps that do not contain any tokens, and dis-

card recipes for which there are no images that correspond to steps (e.g., if

the only steps for which there were images contained empty text). Then, we

reserve training recipes to act as our validation split. Then, we discard all

recipes with fewer than 2 images/recipe steps. The result is 6502/946/878 train-

20http://visionandlanguage.net/VIST/
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ing/validation/test recipes, with 69K total images. The sizes of the documents

are: mean/median/max number of images: 11/8/93; and mean/median/max

number of sentences: 7/6/20.

DIY. We downloaded all the submissions on pushshift.io’s files page from

Jan. 2013-Oct. 2018. We looped over all of them and found the ones available

made to the subreddit “DIY,” for 241K posts. Then, we discard posts with score

less than 25. While the semantics of the Reddit “score” field have changed over

time,21 we intend for this filtration step to act as a basic spam filter. We only

consider link submissions to imgur urls with “/a/” in the url, indicating that

the imgur link is an album, rather than a single image. We then scrape the

associated imgur album page and search for all “div” html fields that are “post-

image-container,” and extract both the image associated with that field and its

associated caption, if it’s not empty; users may leave image captions empty, but

may not upload a caption without an associated image. We ignore imgur al-

bums with no “post-image-container” fields. There are 13K documents after

this step. We attempt to scrape all images for these documents, discarding gifs

and invalid images for simplicity, resuling in 295K images.

Next, we search for any image duplicates using findimagedupes (https:

//gitlab.com/opennota/findimagedupes) with a neighbor threshold of

3. We discard any documents with any duplicate images. Then, we discard

all documents without at least 2 image captions with at least 5 tokens, and dis-

card documents without at least 2 valid images. Because a small number of

documents are quite long, we discard documents with more than 40 images or

more than 40 captions.22 We split the remaining documents into 6.8K/1K/1K

21Other confounding factors: Reddit has become more popular over time, DIY has likely
changed in popularity, etc.

22At this step, its possible for there to be more captions than images in a document, e.g.,
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train/validation/test documents. Between these documents, there are 154K

unique images. The sizes of the documents are: mean/median/max number of

images: 17.4/16.0/40; mean/median/max number of sentences: 16.4/15.0/40.

WIKI. We downloaded the English-language subset of the ImageClef 2011

Wikipedia retrieval data as a starting point (https://www.imageclef.org/

wikidata). This dataset contains the full text of Wikipedia articles, along-

side a list of images in each article. We then stripped out wiki formatting,

and used Spacy’s (https://spacy.io/) English-sentence tokenizer to split

documents into sentences (the resulting sentence tokenization is imperfect,

but sufficient). We keep only the first 100 identified sentences in a docu-

ment. We discarded documents with fewer than 10 sentences, and documents

with fewer than 3 images. The result is 16K articles, for which we used a

14K/1K/1K train/validation/test split. For the results discussed in the pa-

per, we explore same-document predictions on training documents using a

model checkpoint with low validation error. The sizes of the documents are:

mean/median/max number of images: 6/5/108, mean/median/max number

of sentences: 72/86/100.

Download. All datasets are available for download: www.cs.cornell.edu/

˜jhessel/multiretrieval/multiretrieval.html

2.10.2 WIKI Fine-tuning Details

We experiment with fine-tuning the parameters of our image model for the

organically-multimodal data, as an alternative to extracting features from a

because we discard animated gifs that may have been associated with captions.
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Figure 2.6: Inter-document objective (AP, b = 10, hard negative mining) and
intra-document AUC during 50 epochs of training for all datasets we consider
with ground-truth, intra-document annotations. While there are some interest-
ing discontinuities, e.g., in DII-Stress’s training curves, in general, for a fixed
neural architecture/similarity function, better retrieval performance, as mea-
sured by the negative-loss computed over the validation set, equates to better
intra-document performance, as measured by AUC.

pretrained network. However, given that hundreds of images and sentences

need to fit in GPU memory for each batch (we worked with a single GPU with

12GB of RAM), we needed to switch our CNN from DenseNet169 to one with a

smaller memory footprint; we chose NASNetSmall. But even so, we still require

a word-embedding matrix and a 1024-dimensional GRU in memory. Hence, ad-

ditionally, at training time, for documents with more than 10 images/sentences,

we randomly downsample images/sentences to a set of 10 (though at valida-

tion and test time, longer documents are kept intact). This subsampling process

ensures that at most 110 images are in GPU memory at a time (for 10 negative
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samples per positive sample). When training the CNN, we also perform ran-

dom data augmentation to help regularize. We first resize images to 256 by 256,

and, at training time, perform the following data augmentation: random hori-

zontal flipping, up to 20 degree random image rotation, and a random crop to

224 by 224. At validation/test time, we use a center crop (with no rotations or

flips).

We trained models with AP using fixed, NASNetSmall pre-extracted fea-

tures, and compared those models to ones where we fine-tuned the additional

5M CNN parameters. The resulting test AUC/negative-loss (−L) values are:

RQA DIY WIKI

AUC −L AUC −L AUC −L

Fixed CNN 67.6 -.37 60.9 -.37 N/A -.26

Finetuned CNN 65.7 -.40 57.9 -.39 N/A -.21

Thus, we did not observe intra-document performance increases with fine-

tuning for DIY and RQA for the experiment settings we consider. However,

on WIKI, for negative-training-loss (the only metric we can compute on this no-

ground-truth dataset), fine-tuning performed better. 23 Since Figure 2.6 demon-

strates that, for a fixed architecture and for datasets where AUC can be computed,

AUC and (the negative of) training loss rise together, we expect that fine-tuning is

beneficial for WIKI.

23Fine-tuning NASNetSmall also beat using DenseNet169 extracted features.
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MSCOCO Story-DII Story-SIS DII-Stress
AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5

Random 49.7 5.0/4.6 49.4 19.5/19.2 50.0 19.4/19.7 50.0 2.0/2.0
Obj Detect 89.5 67.7/45.9 65.3 50.2/35.2 58.4 40.8/28.6 76.9 25.7/17.5
NoStruct 88.3 53.4/35.8 76.6 60.4/46.2 64.9 43.3/33.8 84.2 21.4/15.6
NoStruct+ hard neg 51.8 8.3/5.9 75.9 63.0/45.0 63.3 45.1/31.9 51.9 4.3/3.1

DC 98.8 92.0/78.6 81.8 69.1/53.7 68.0 49.7/37.6 93.8 58.3/40.1
DC+ hard neg 98.9 93.1/79.9 82.9 71.9/55.7 68.8 52.2/38.7 95.0 65.2/44.9

TK 98.8 92.1/78.6 81.8 69.6/53.8 68.0 49.7/37.6 94.4 60.2/42.2
TK+ hard neg 98.9 93.9/80.0 82.8 71.5/55.7 68.8 51.8/38.5 95.2 65.2/45.3
TK+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 99.0 95.0/81.4 81.9 71.4/54.5 67.6 51.5/37.8 94.7 64.5/43.4

AP 98.5 87.6/75.3 81.7 68.3/53.5 67.3 47.1/36.6 93.5 58.3/39.7
AP+ hard neg 98.7 91.1/77.9 82.6 70.7/55.0 68.6 50.6/38.3 95.4 65.4/45.5
AP+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 98.9 94.1/80.7 81.5 72.2/54.2 67.4 51.9/37.7 94.6 64.7/43.7

Table 2.4: Results for crowdlabeled data with ground-truth annotation with b =

20 negative samples.

2.10.3 Additional Results

Tables containing our full results are given in Tables 2.4, 2.5, 2.6, and 2.7.

Compared to the results presented in the paper, here we explicitly compare

additional hyperparameter configurations. Specifically: we show results for

b = 10, 20, 30 negative samples (the main paper just shows b = 10) and compare

using hard negative mining vs. not using hard negatives (the main paper just

shows hard negative mining results, e.g., “AP+hard neg” in these tables is the

same as the “AP” described in the main paper). In general, hard negative min-

ing improves performance, and the number of negative samples doesn’t greatly

affect performance in the range we examined.
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MSCOCO Story-DII Story-SIS DII-Stress
AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5

Random 49.7 5.0/4.6 49.4 19.5/19.2 50.0 19.4/19.7 50.0 2.0/2.0
Obj Detect 89.5 67.7/45.9 65.3 50.2/35.2 58.4 40.8/28.6 76.9 25.7/17.5
NoStruct 87.5 50.8/34.7 76.6 59.9/46.2 64.9 43.4/33.7 84.1 21.3/15.6
NoStruct+ hard neg 52.0 10.3/6.0 75.9 63.0/45.0 63.0 44.5/31.5 51.8 4.0/2.9

DC 98.8 92.0/78.7 82.2 70.5/54.6 68.0 49.7/37.7 93.9 58.6/40.3
DC+ hard neg 98.9 93.4/79.9 82.8 71.3/55.5 68.8 52.1/38.6 95.0 63.8/44.5

TK 98.8 91.6/78.7 81.8 69.5/53.9 68.0 49.9/37.7 94.4 60.5/42.4
TK+ hard neg 98.9 93.3/80.0 82.8 71.4/55.7 68.8 51.0/38.6 95.2 65.3/45.7
TK+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 99.0 95.2/81.5 82.1 73.1/55.1 67.7 51.9/37.8 94.7 64.2/43.6

AP 98.5 87.3/75.4 81.7 67.7/53.4 67.3 47.1/36.6 93.4 57.2/39.8
AP+ hard neg 98.7 91.2/78.0 82.6 71.1/55.0 68.5 50.3/38.2 95.3 65.3/45.6
AP+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 98.9 94.1/80.5 81.6 72.8/54.4 67.4 51.8/37.8 94.4 64.3/43.2

Table 2.5: Results for crowdlabeled data with b = 30 negative samples.

RQA DIY
AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5

Random 49.4 17.8/16.7 49.8 6.3/6.8
Obj Detect 58.7 25.1/21.5 53.4 17.9/11.8
NoStruct 60.5 34.3/26.8 56.9 13.8/12.2
NoStruct+ hard neg 60.1 35.0/26.7 56.3 15.0/12.5

DC 67.1 43.8/34.9 59.5 19.3/15.2
DC+ hard neg 63.4 36.6/31.0 59.3 21.0/16.0

TK 65.2 41.6/33.1 60.0 20.4/15.5
TK+ hard neg 67.9 45.2/36.0 60.5 20.3/16.2
TK+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 67.7 44.4/35.0 56.1 14.8/12.0

AP 66.9 37.8/34.2 59.1 16.9/13.9
AP+ hard neg 69.4 45.9/37.8 61.9 23.3/17.9
AP+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 68.5 44.9/36.4 59.6 21.7/15.7

Table 2.6: Results for organically-multimodal data with ground-truth annota-
tion with b = 20 negative samples.
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RQA DIY
AUC p@1/p@5 AUC p@1/p@5

Random 49.4 17.8/16.7 49.8 6.3/6.8
Obj Detect 58.7 25.1/21.5 53.4 17.9/11.8
NoStruct 60.4 34.5/26.7 56.9 13.3/11.9
NoStruct+ hard neg 59.7 31.8/27.0 55.9 14.7/12.4

DC 66.7 42.7/34.1 59.5 18.9/14.7
DC+ hard neg 63.5 37.6/30.6 59.4 20.8/16.4

TK 65.3 41.2/32.8 60.1 20.0/15.9
TK+ hard neg 68.0 44.0/36.2 60.5 21.4/16.1
TK+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 67.8 43.2/35.1 57.3 19.1/13.5

AP 66.5 41.0/33.8 59.2 15.7/14.0
AP+ hard neg 69.3 47.5/37.4 61.9 24.4/17.8
AP+ hard neg+ 1

2
k 68.7 45.2/36.2 59.4 22.0/15.7

Table 2.7: Results for organically-multimodal data with b = 30 negative samples.
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CHAPTER 3

LEVERAGING: GENERATING CAPTIONS FOR WEB VIDEOS USING

NOISY ASR

3.1 Brief Overview

Instructional videos get high traffic on video sharing platforms, and prior work

suggests that providing time-stamped subtask annotations (e.g., “heat the oil

in the pan”) improves user experiences. However, current automatic annota-

tion methods based on visual features alone perform only slightly better than

constant prediction. Taking cues from prior work, we show that we can im-

prove performance significantly by considering automatic speech recognition

(ASR) tokens as input. Furthermore, jointly modeling ASR tokens and visual

features results in higher performance compared to training individually on ei-

ther modality. We find that unstated background information is better explained

by visual features, whereas fine-grained distinctions (e.g., “add oil” vs. “add

olive oil”) are disambiguated more easily via ASR tokens.

The work in this chapter is joint with Bo Pang, Zhenhai Zhu, and Radu Sori-

cut, and was published in Hessel et al. (2019b).

3.2 Introduction

Instructional videos increasingly dominate user attention on online video plat-

forms. For example, 86% of YouTube users report using the platform often to

learn new things, and 70% of users report using videos to solve problems related
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...knob of ginger and cut 
off a little bit and then 

just zest it...

 Cut up ginger and grate into the bowl

Input:

Target:

...best quality olive oil 
I can find...

    Heat some olive oil in a sauce pan

Input:

Target:

... that's perfection in 
my book right there, 

that's...

    Put the dish on a plate and serve

Input:

Target:

Figure 3.1: Illustration of a multimodal dense instructional video captioning
task (the word “dense” refers to the fact that there are multiple captions per
image). Models are given access to both video frames and ASR tokens, and
must generate a recipe instruction step for each video segment. The speaker in
the video sometimes (but not always) references literal objects and actions.

to work, school, or hobbies (O’Neil-Hart, 2018).

Prior work in user experience has investigated the best way of presenting

instructional videos to users. Kim et al. (2014), for example, compare two op-

tions; first: presenting users with the video alone, and second: presenting the

video with an additional structured representation, including a timeline pop-

ulated with task subgoals. Users interacting with the structured video repre-

sentation reported higher satisfaction, and external judges rated the work they

completed using the videos as having higher quality. Margulieux et al. (2012)

and Weir et al. (2015) similarly find that presenting explicit subgoals alongside

how-to videos improves user experiences. Thus, presenting instructional videos

with additional structured annotations is likely to benefit users.

These studies rely on human annotation of time-stamped subtask goals, e.g.,

time-stamped captions created through crowdsourcing. However, human-in-
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the-loop annotation is infeasible to deploy for popular video sharing platforms

like YouTube that receive hundreds of hours of uploads per minute. In this

work, we address the task of automatically producing captions for instructional

videos at the level of video segments. Ideally, generated captions provide a

literal, imperative description of the procedural step occurring for a given video

segment, e.g., in the cooking context we consider, “add the oil to the pan.”

Producing segment-level captions is a sub-task of dense video captioning,

where prior work has mostly focused on visual-only models. Dense caption-

ing is a difficult task, particularly in the instructional video domain, as fine-

grained distinctions may be difficult or impossible to make with visual fea-

tures alone. Visual information can be ambiguous (e.g., distinguishing between

“olive oil” vs. “vegetable oil”) or incomplete (e.g., preparation steps may oc-

cur off-camera). In our study, a first important finding is that, for the dataset

considered, current state-of-the-art, visual-features–only models only slightly

outperform a constant prediction baseline, e.g., by 1.5 BLEU/METEOR points.

To improve performance in this difficult setting, we consider the automatic

speech recognition (ASR) tokens generated by YouTube. These publicly available

tokens are an ASR model’s attempts to map words spoken in videos into text.

However, while a promising potential source for signal, it is not always trivial

to transform even accurate ASR into the desired imperative target: while there

are cases of clear correspondence between the literal actions in the video and

the ASR tokens, in other cases, the mapping is imperfect (Fig. 3.1). For example,

when finishing a dish, a user says “that’s perfection in my book right there”

rather than “put the dish on a plate and serve.” There are also cases where no

ASR tokens are available at all.
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Despite these potential difficulties, previous work has demonstrated that

ASR can be informative in a variety of instructional video understanding

tasks (Naim et al., 2014, 2015; Malmaud et al., 2015; Sener et al., 2015; Alayrac

et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017a); though less work has focused on instructional

caption generation, which is known to be difficult and sensitive to input pertur-

bations (Chen et al., 2018).

We find that incorporating ASR-token–based features significantly improves

performance over visual-features–only models (e.g., CIDEr improves 0.53⇒ 1.0,

BLEU-4 improves 4.3 ⇒ 8.5). We also show that combining ASR tokens and

visual features results in the highest performing models, suggesting that the

modalities contain complementary information.

We conclude by asking: what information is captured by the visual features

that is not captured by the ASR tokens (and vice versa)? Auxiliary experiments

examining performance of models in predicting the presence/absence of indi-

vidual word types suggest that visual signals are superior for identifying un-

spoken, implicit aspects of scenes; for instance, in order to mix ingredients, they

must be placed in a bowl — and although bowls are often visually present in

the scene, “bowl” is often not explicitly mentioned by the speaker. Conversely,

ASR features readily disambiguate between fine-grained entities, e.g., “olive

oil” vs.“vegetable oil”, a task that is difficult (and sometimes impossible) for

visual features alone.
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3.3 Related Work

Narrated instructional videos. While several works have matched audio and

video signals in an unconstrained setting (Arandjelovic and Zisserman, 2017;

Tian et al., 2018), our work builds upon previous efforts to utilize accompanying

speech signals to understand online instructional videos, specifically. Several

projects focus on learning video-instruction alignments, and match a fixed set of

instructions to temporal video segments (Regneri et al., 2013; Naim et al., 2015;

Malmaud et al., 2015; Hendricks et al., 2017; Kuehne et al., 2017). Another line of

previous work uses speech to extract and align language fragments, e.g., verb-

noun pairs, with instructional videos (Gupta and Mooney, 2010; Motwani and

Mooney, 2012; Alayrac et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2017a, 2018; Hahn et al., 2018).

Sener et al. (2015), as part of their parsing pipeline, train a 3-gram language

model on segmented ASR token inputs to produce recipe steps.

Dense Video Captioning. Recent work in computer vision addresses dense

video captioning (Krishna et al., 2017a; Li et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2018), a su-

pervised task that involves (i) segmenting the input video, and, (ii) generating

a natural language description for each segment. Here, we focus on the sec-

ond subtask of generating descriptions given a ground-truth segmentation; this

setting isolates the language generation part of the modeling process.1 Most

related to the present work are several dense captioning approaches that have

been applied to instructional videos (Zhou et al., 2018b,c). Zhou et al. (2018c)

achieve state-of-the-art performance on the dataset we consider; their model is

video-only, and combines a region proposal network (Ren et al., 2015) and a

Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) decoder.

1We find that state-of-the-art models perform poorly even for just this subtask (see § 3.4.2),
so we reserve the full task for future work.
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Multimodal Video Captioning. Several works have employed multimodal sig-

nals to caption the MSR-VTT dataset (Xu et al., 2016), which consists of 2K video

clips from 20 general categories (e.g., “news”, “sports”) with an average dura-

tion of 10 seconds per clip. In particular, Ramanishka et al. (2016); Xu et al.

(2017); Hori et al. (2017); Shen et al. (2017); Chuang et al. (2017); Hao et al. (2018)

all report small performance gains when incorporating audio features on top

of visual features. However, we suspect that the instructional video domain

is significantly different than MSR-VTT (where the audio information does not

necessarily correspond to human speech), as we find that ASR-only models sig-

nificantly surpass the state-of-the-art video model in our case.

3.4 Dataset

We focus on YouCook2 (Zhou et al., 2018b), the largest human-captioned dataset

of instructional videos publicly available.2 It contains 2000 YouTube cooking

videos, for a total of 176 hours, and spans 89 different recipes. Each video aver-

ages 5.26 minutes, and is annotated with an average of 7.7 temporal segments

(i.e., start/end points) corresponding to semantically distinct recipe steps. Each

segment is associated with an imperative caption, e.g., “add the oil to the pan”,

for an average of 8.8 words per caption.

At the time of analysis (June 2018), over 25% of the YouCook2 videos had

been removed from YouTube, and therefore we do not consider them. As a

result, all our experiments operate on a subset of the YouCook2 data. While

this makes direct comparison with previous and future work more difficult, our

2How2 (Sanabria et al., 2018) tackles the different task of predicting video uploader-provided
descriptions/captions, which are not always appropriate summarizations.
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performance metrics can be viewed as lower bounds, as they are trained on less

data compared to, e.g., Zhou et al. (2018c). Unless noted otherwise, our analyses

are conducted over 1.4K videos and the 10.6K annotated segments contained

therein.

3.4.1 A Closer Look at ASR tokens

We collected the ASR tokens automatically generated by YouTube (available

through the YouTube Data API3 with trackKind = ASR), which are then mapped

to their temporally corresponding video segments. We start by asking the

following questions: How much narration do users provide for instructional

videos? And: can YouTube’s ASR system detect that speech?

Not surprisingly, speakers in videos tend to be more verbose than the an-

notated groundtruth captions: we find the length distribution of ASR tokens

per segment to be roughly log-normal, with mean/median length being 42/28

tokens respectively (compared to a mean of 9 tokens/segment for captions).

Over the 10.6K available segments, only 1.6% of them have zero associated to-

kens. Furthermore, based on automatic language identification provided by

the YouTube API and some manual verification, we estimated that less than 1%

of videos contain completely non-English speech (but we do not discard them

from our experiments).

We also investigate the words-per-minute (WPM) ratio based on the video

segment length. The mean value of 134 WPM is slightly lower than, but compa-

rable to, previously reported figures of English speaking rates (Yuan et al., 2006),

3https://developers.google.comyoutube/v3/docs/captions
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which indicates that, for this set of video segments, words are being detected at

rates comparable to everyday English speech.

3.4.2 A Closer Look at the Generation Task

To better understand the generation task, we computed lower and upper

bounds for generation performance using a constant-prediction baseline and

human performance, respectively.

Lower bound: constant. For all segments at test time, we predict “heat some

oil in a pan and add salt and pepper to the pan and stir.” This sentence is con-

structed by examining the most common n-grams in the corpus and pasting

them together.

Upper bound: human estimate. We conducted a small-scale experiment to es-

timate human performance for the segment-level captioning task. Two of the

authors of this paper, after being trained on segment-level captions from three

videos, attempted to mirror that style of annotation for the segments of 20 ran-

domly sampled videos, totalling over 140 segment annotations each.4 Both hu-

man annotators report low-confidence with the task; in particular, they found

it difficult to maintain a consistent level of specificity in terms of how many

factual details to include (e.g., “mix together” vs. “mix the peppers and mush-

rooms together.”)

Results: We compute corpus-level performance statistics using four stan-

dard generation evaluation metrics: ROUGE-L (Lin, 2004; Lin and Och,

4These preliminary experiments are not meant to provide a definitive, exact measure of inter-
annotator agreement.
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2004), CIDEr (Vedantam et al., 2015), BLEU-4 (Papineni et al., 2002) and ME-

TEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) (higher is better in all cases). ROUGE-L and

BLEU-4 are based on n-gram overlaps. ROUGE-L automatically determines the

longest common subsequence of tokens using a dynamic programming algo-

rithm, and then computes an F-score after normalizing by the reference and can-

didate translation lengths. BLEU-4 is a modified form of precision that computes

reference/prediction overlaps, and discounts the resulting score with a length

penalty. METEOR and CIDEr are more complicated; the former computes simi-

larity scores based on a predicted word-word alignment, while the later is mo-

tivated by efforts to explicitly compare against consensus in cases where there

are multiple references (though the scoring method works for single-reference

cases, too). The appendix of Vedantam et al. (2015) gives an excellent descrip-

tion of the detailed computational process of each of these scoring methods.

Note that our evaluation is micro-averaged at the segment level, and differs

slightly from prior work on this dataset, which has mostly reported metrics macro-

averaged at the video level. We switched the evaluation because some metrics

like BLEU-4 exhibit undesirable sparsity artifacts when macro-averaging, e.g.,

any video without a correct 4-gram gets a zero BLEU score, even if there are

many 1/2/3-grams correct. Segment-level averaging, the standard evaluation

practice in fields like machine translation, is insensitive to this sparsity concern,

and (we believe) provides a more robust perspective on performance.

This comparison highlights the gap that remains between the simplest pos-

sible baseline, several computer vision based models, and (roughly) how well

humans perform at this task. Given that Sun et al. (2019a) is a highly tuned com-

puter vision model transfer learned from a corpus of over 300K cooking videos,
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BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr

Constant Prediction 2.70 10.3 21.7 .15

Zhou et al. (2018c) 3.84 11.6 27.4 .38
Sun et al. (2019b) 4.07 11.0 27.5 .50
Sun et al. (2019a) 4.31 11.9 29.5 .53

Human Estimate 15.2 25.9 45.1 3.8

Table 3.1: The performance of several state-of-the-art, video-only models, with
lower (constant prediction) and upper (human estimate) bounds.

from the perspective of building video captioning systems in practice, we sus-

pect that incorporating additional modalities like ASR is more likely to result in

performance gains versus building better computer vision models.

3.5 Models

In addition to the constant prediction baseline, we explore a series of ASR-based

baseline methods:

ASR as the Caption (ASC) This baseline returns the test-time ASR token se-

quence as the caption. While the result is not a coherent, imperative step, per-

formance of this method offers insight into the extent of word overlap between

the ASR sequence and the target groundtruth, as measured by the captioning

metrics.

Filtered ASR (FASC) Given that the ASR token sequences are much longer

than groundtruth captions (§ 3.4.1), the performance of ASC incurs a length

(or precision-based) penalty for several metrics. The FASC baseline strengthens

ASC by removing word types that are less likely to appear in groundtruth cap-

tions, e.g., “ah”, “he”, “hello,” or “wish”. Specifically, we only keep words with
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high P(w | GT )

P(w | AS R)
values, i.e., words that would be indicative of the groundtruth

class if we were to build a Naive-Bayes classifier with add-one smoothing; prob-

abilities are computed only over the training set to reduce the risk of overfitting.

This baseline produces outputs that are shorter compared to ASC, but it is un-

likely to yield fluent, readable text.

ASR-based Retrieval (RET) This retrieval baseline memorizes the recipe steps

in the training set, and represents them each as tf-idf vectors. At test-time, the

ASR sequence is converted into a tf-idf vector and compared to each training-

set caption via cosine similarity.5 The training caption that is most similar to the

test-time ASR according to this metric is returned as the “generated” caption.

Note that, although a memorization-based technique, this baseline method pro-

duces de-facto captions as outputs.

3.5.1 Transformer-based Neural Models

We explore neural encoder-decoder models based on Transformer net-

works (Vaswani et al., 2017). In contrast to RNNs, Transformers abandon re-

currence in favor of a mix of different types of feed-forward layers, e.g., in the

case of the Transformer decoder, self-attention layers, cross-attention layers (at-

tending to the encoder outputs), and fully connected feed-forward layers. We

explore two variants of the Transformer, corresponding to different hypotheses

about what information might be useful for captioning instructional videos.

ASR Transformer (AT) This model learns to map ASR-token sequences di-

rectly to captions using a standard sequence-to-sequence Transformer architec-

5We tried several variants of this method, e.g., comparing test ASR to train ASR, but found
that comparing test ASR to train captions performed the best.
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CNNEmbeddings

we will first 
slice...

Sampled FramesASR

Cook the tomatoes in the pan

CNN CNN

Transformer Encoder

Transformer Decoder

Figure 3.2: The AT+Video model. Both the encoder and decoder layers perform
cross-modal attention.

ture. The model’s parameters are optimized to maximize the probability of the

ground-truth instructions, conditioned on the input ASR sequences.

Multimodal model (AT+Video) We incorporate video features into the ASR

transformer (Fig 3.2). For ease of comparison with prior and future work, we

use features extracted from ResNet34 (He et al., 2016a) pretrained on the Ima-

geNet classification task; these features are provided in the YouCook2 data re-

lease. Each video is initially uniformly sampled at 512 frames, with an average

of 30 frames per captioned-segment.

To represent each video segment, first, k frames are randomly sampled with

replacement. The sampled frames are temporally sorted to preserve ordering

information, and their corresponding ResNet34 feature vectors are projected to

the Transformer encoder hidden dimension via a width-1 1D convolution. We

use k = 10 for all our experiments. The encoder self-attention layers perform

cross-modal attention operations between the visual features and the ASR-token–

based features. For each output token, the decoder attends to previously pre-

dicted tokens, and encoder outputs for all input frames / ASR tokens.
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3.6 Experiments

We perform 10-fold cross-validation with randomly sampled 80/10/10

train/dev/test splits (split at the video-level), using the same splits for all mod-

els. After discarding the videos that were deleted at the time of data collec-

tion, each split contains roughly 1.1K training videos (averaging 8.3K training

segments). We report mean performance over these splits according to four

standard captioning accuracy metrics, introduced in §3.4.2. ROUGE-L, CIDEr,

BLEU-4, and METEOR. We perform both Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (Demšar,

2006) and two-sided corrected resampled t-tests (Nadeau and Bengio, 2000) to

estimate statistical significance. To be conservative and reduce the chance of

Type I error, we take whichever p-value is larger between these two tests.

Transformer-based model details. For each cross-validation split, we use a

batch size of 128, tie the Transformer model’s feed forward and model dimen-

sions d f f n = dmodel, and optimize regularized cross-entropy loss using Adam

(Kingma and Ba, 2015) with lr = .001. We train models for 100K steps, stor-

ing checkpoint files periodically. For each split, we train 8 model variants,

conducting a grid search over model dimension, number of encoder/decoder

layers, and L2 regularization: we consider all model parameter settings in

(dmodel,Nlayer, λreg) ∈ {128, 256} × {2, 3} × {.0005, .001} for each cross-validation split

independently, and select the highest performing, checkpointed model accord-

ing to ROUGE-L over the development set for that fold. Transformer models are

implemented using tensor2tensor (Vaswani et al., 2018) and Tensorflow

(Abadi et al., 2015). The vocabulary (average size 800) is determined separately

using the training data for each cross-validation split. Words are considered if
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BLEU-4 METEOR ROUGE-L CIDEr

CNST 2.70 10.03 21.69 0.15
Sun et al. (2019a) 4.31 11.91 29.47 0.53

ASC 1.68 14.86 19.24 0.20
FASC 4.32 18.47 30.07 0.59
RET 5.68 14.29 28.06 0.80
AT 8.55 16.93 35.54 1.06

AT+Video 9.01 17.77 36.65 1.12

Table 3.2: Caption generation performance: AT+Video is a multimodal model
that adds visual frame features to AT. A bolded value in a column indicates a
statistically-significant improvement, whereas an underline indicates a statisti-
cal tie for best (p < .01).

they occur at least 5 times in the ground-truth of the current training set.6 This

leads to an OOV rate of ∼60% in the input. We truncate inputs at 80 tokens

(∼10-15% of transcripts are truncated in this process). For simplicity, decoding

is done greedily in all cases.

Generation Experiment Results. Table 3.2 reports the performance of each

model. For unimodal models, simple baselines like FASC (filtered ASR)

and RET (training-caption retrieval) outperform the state-of-the-art video-only

model of Sun et al. (2019a), according to the four automatic evaluation metrics.

Overall, AT yields the best unimodal performance. Combining ASR and visual

signals into a multimodal representation performs even better: the AT+Video

model tends to outperform AT (and Sun et al. (2019a)), according to ROUGE-L,

CIDEr, and METEOR (p <.01). Since AT and AT+Video have identical architec-

tures and differ only in the available inputs, this result provides strong evidence

that it is indeed the multimodality of AT+Video that leads to the (statistically sig-

nificant) performance gains over the strongest unimodal models. We present

some output examples in Fig. 3.3.

6Different vocabulary creation schemes, e.g., sub-word tokenization, led to small perfor-
mance decreases.
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"so i just want to go ahead and 
remove all of this fat from our 

chicken... cut it into about one inch 
pieces so you want pieces"

cut the chicken into 
pieces

"... color them and then shape 
them … tongs so as not to burn 
yourself it goes with total tacos 

in a frying pan ...'"

"fattoush salad but you can add 
in cilantro and some other herbs 
if you prefer to do that instead of 

the parsley and one"

"out of the ball now we're going 
to cut it and divide it"

"get the colored variety the 
kashmiri variety is very good one 

and a half tablespoon of 
coriander"

"..."
[No ASR Detected]

Vi
de

o

prepare the tortillas 
and roll them using 

rolling pin

add chopped parsley 
to the mixture too cut the circle in half add chile powder place the chicken on 

the rice

cut the chicken into 
pieces

place the tortilla on 
the pan and roll

add cilantro to the 
salad

cut the dough into 
UNK pieces

add the coriander 
powder coriander... 

add the sauce to the 
pot

AS
R

Ta
rg

et
Pr

ed
.

Figure 3.3: Example generations from AT+Video in cases where it performs
well, okay, and poorly.

3.6.1 Diversity of Generated Captions

In addition to the automatic quality metrics, we measure how diverse the gen-

erated caption are for each model, using the following metrics: vocabulary cov-

erage (the percent of vocabulary that was predicted at test-time by each algo-

rithm at least once); proportion not copied (the percent of generated captions

that do not appear in the training set verbatim); and output uniqueness (the

percent of generated captions that are unique). These metrics are useful be-

cause they can highlight undesirable, degenerate behavior for models.7 As an

upper bound, we compute these metrics for the ground-truth (GT) test-time

targets. Note that even the ground-truth targets do not achieve 100% in these

diversity metrics: for vocabulary coverage, not all vocabulary items appear in

the ground-truth captions for a given cross-validation split. Similarly, for pro-

portion not copied/output uniqueness there are repeated captions in the label

set.

According to all metrics, AT+Video outputs are slightly more diverse com-

pared to the AT outputs (Fig. 3.4). This observation suggests that the multi-

7For instance, the constant prediction baseline we consider would score low in both vocab
coverage and uniqueness.
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Figure 3.4: The multimodal model AT+Video produces slightly more diverse
captions than its unimodal counterparts.
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knead 97.8

nori 97.1

yeast 96.1

mozzarella 95.8

lettuce 95.3

pancake 94.7

wrapper 94.3

patty 93.4

dal 93.0

grill 92.9

pizza 92.9

oven 92.7

bake 92.3

(a) Easiest

4 43.8

bit 51.7

about 52.1

prepare 52.3

mixed 54.5

then 54.5

spoon 54.9

or 55.9

it 56.2

ready 56.7

3 57.1

few 58.3

more 58.5

(b) Hardest

fat 39.7

turn 36.4

sea 35.9

white 31.7

chilies 30.8

dried 30.6

beer 30.3

pancetta 30.0

mustard 29.8

spice 28.4

sliced 28.3

cinnamon 28.0

warm 27.8

(c) ASR Better

sandwich -18.0

stove -15.4

tuna -14.3

again -12.6

mince -11.2

wok -8.9

burger -8.8

pizza -8.4

serve -7.8

4 -6.6

mussels -6.6

tray -6.3

bowl -5.9

(d) VID Better

Figure 3.5: Per-word classification results using ASR and/or Video features.
Each point in the scatterplot represents a different word-type; x-coordinate val-
ues show how well a word is predicted by ASR-token features; y-coordinate
values show how well a word is predicted by video features. Tables (a)-(d)
show word types that are easy, universally difficult, better-predicted-by-ASR,
and better-predicted-by-video, respectively.

modal model is not simply exploiting a degeneracy to achieve its performance

improvements.

3.7 Complementarity of Video and ASR

We now turn to the question of why multimodal models produce better captions:

what type of signal does video contain that speech does not (and vice versa)?
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Our initial idea was to quantitatively compare the captions generated by AT

versus AT+Video; however, because the dataset is relatively small, we were un-

able to make observations about the generated captions that were statistically

significant.8

Instead, we examine properties of the ASR-token–based and visual features

directly. Following a procedure inspired from Lu et al. (2008); Berg et al. (2012);

Dai et al. (2018); Mahajan et al. (2018), we consider the auxiliary task of predict-

ing presence/absence of unigrams in the ground truth captions from features

extracted from corresponding segments. We train two unimodal classifiers, one

using ASR-token–based features and one using visual features, and measure

their relative capacity to predict different word types; the goal is to measure

which word types are most predictable from the ASR tokens and, conversely,

which ones are most predictable from the visual features.

For each segment, we predict the unigram distribution of its corresponding

caption using a unimodal softmax classifier: for simplicity, we use a 2-layer,

residual deep averaging network (Iyyer et al., 2015) for both the visual and ASR-

based classifier. We measure per-word-type performance using AUC, which is

word-frequency independent. For a binary classification task with Positive and

Negative instances, the AUC of a model m, which produces a score for inputs

corresponding to the relative confidence the model has in the input belonging

to the positive class is:

AUC =
1

|P||N|

∑

p∈P

∑

n∈N

I[m(p) > m(n)]

In our case, for each word type w (e.g., w = beer) we measure how well w

8In general, making concrete statements about the causal link between inputs and outputs
of sequence-to-sequence models is challenging, even in the text-to-text case, see Alvarez-Melis
and Jaakkola (2017).
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is predicted by the classifier based on ASR / spoken tokens AUCt,w (e.g., AUCt,beer =

98) and, conversely, how well w is predicted by the visual classifier AUCv,w (AUCv,beer

= 68). For a given word type, we measure its overall difficulty by averaging

AUCt,w and AUCv,w; we call this AUCµ,w (AUCµ,beer = 83). Similarly, we measure the

difference in difficulty by subtracting AUCt,w and AUCv,w to give AUC∆,w (AUC∆,beer =

30) with higher values indicating that a word type is predicted better by the

spoken-token features compared to the visual features. We plot AUCt,w versus

AUCv,w for 382 words in Fig. 3.5 (results are averaged over 10 cross-val splits).

Absolute Performance. Points in the upper-right quadrant of Fig. 3.5 represent

words that are easy for both visual and ASR-token–based features to predict,

whereas points in the lower-left represent words that are more difficult. Specific

ingredients, e.g., “nori” and “mozzarella,” are often easy to detect, as are actions

closely associated with particular objects (e.g., “dough” is almost always the

object being “knead”-ed). Conversely, pronouns (e.g., “it”) and conjunctions

(e.g., “or”) are universally difficult to predict.

Visual vs. ASR-token–based features. In general, ASR-token–based features

carry greater predictive power, as evidenced by the skew towards the bottom

right in the scatterplot in Fig. 3.5. One pattern in the cases where speech features

perform better (Fig. 3.5c) is that words are often modifiers, e.g., white (pepper),

sea (salt), dried (chilies), olive (oil), etc. Indeed, small, detailed distinctions may

be often difficult to make from visual features, e.g., “vegetable oil” and “olive

oil” may look identical in most YouTube videos.

Nonetheless, there are types better predicted by video features (Fig. 3.5d).

Often, these are cases that require unstated, background knowledge, i.e., ref-

erences to objects not explicitly stated by the speaker(s). To quantify this ob-
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servation, for each word type we compute the likelihood that it is stated by

the speaker in the video, given that it appears in the ground-truth caption, i.e.,

P(w ∈ ASR | w ∈ GT). Aside from trivial cases (e.g., words misspelled in the GT

never appear in the ASR), words that are often unstated include action words

(e.g., “place”, “crush”) and cookware (e.g., “pan”, “wok”, “pot”). Words that are

often stated include specific ingredients (e.g., “honey”, “coconut”, “ginger”). In

contrast to word frequency (which is uncorrelated with AUC∆,w, Spearman ρ ≈ 0),

stated rate is correlated with AUC∆,w (ρ = 0.44, p < .01).

3.8 Oracle Object Detection

The results in Table 3.2 indicate that, while adding visual information yields sta-

tistically significant improvements to the ASR-only model, the improvements

are not large in magnitude. This leaves open the question of whether (a) any

visual information simply does not provide much additional information on

top of ASR, or (b) we need better visual modeling. We take a first step in ad-

dressing this question by experimenting with an “oracle” object detector that

provides perfect-precision predictions.9 If even oracle object detection does not

help, then the answer is more likely (a) rather than (b) above.

As part of a YouCook2 data release, bounding box annotations for selected

objects in the recipe text (Zhou et al., 2018a) were provided. Unfortunately,

while these could have served as an oracle, the actual annotations are only

available for a small fraction of the data. Instead, we consider the set of 62

object labels made available. We simulate a high-precision, oracle object de-

9High-precision object detectors are gaining popularity in the computer vision community
because the training data is easier to annotate, e.g., Krasin et al. (2017).
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tector by identifying – per video segment – the overlap between (morphology-

normalized) groundtruth caption mentions and the 62 object labels available.10

For instance, for the groundtruth caption “put the mushrooms in the pan”, the

oracle object detector yields “mushroom” and “pan”. 89% of segments receive

at least one oracle object. The oracle object detections are then fed into the Trans-

former encoder (in random order), either by themselves (Oracle) or along with

the ASR token sequence (AT+Oracle). We perform the same cross-validation

experiments as described in §3.6, and report the average ROUGE-L (we observe

similar trends with other metrics):

AT AT+Video Oracle AT+Oracle

ROUGE-L 35.5 36.7 40.8 45.5

Because the AT+Oracle model achieves large improvements over AT+Video,

we suspect that building higher-quality visual representations is a promising

avenue for future work.

How weak of an oracle can still produce high performance? Fig. 3.6 shows

performances of models using subsets of the 62 objects (most frequent 10% of

objects through 90%) over one cross-validation fold. AT+Oracle gives better

performance than AT+Video by detecting just 6 object types, and the oracle by it-

self (which is only given access to object sets) achieves comparable performance

to AT+Video with 30 object types. These results suggest that, at least for this

task, the Transformer decoder is likely not the main performance bottleneck, as

it is able to paste together unordered object detections into captions effectively.

10This oracle is unlikely to be achievable, as it assumes 100% precision for the 62 objects
considered (which also implies modeling which objects to talk about, a non-trivial task in itself
(Berg et al., 2012)).
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Figure 3.6: The performance of the oracle methods increases as they are given
access to an increasing number of object types.

3.9 Conclusion

In this work, we demonstrate the impact of incorporating both visual and ASR-

token–based features into instructional video captioning models. Additional

experiments investigate the complementarity of the visual and speech signals.

Our oracle experiments suggest that performance bottlenecks likely derive from

the input encoding, as the decoder is able to paste together even simple sets of

object detections into high-quality captions.
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CHAPTER 4

UNDERSTANDING: PREDICTING POPULARITY IN MULTIMODAL

COMMUNITIES

4.1 Brief Overview

The content of today’s social media is becoming more and more rich, increas-

ingly mixing text, images, videos, and audio. It is an intriguing research ques-

tion to model the interplay between these different modes in attracting user

attention and engagement. But in order to pursue this study of multimodal

content, we must also account for context: timing effects, community prefer-

ences, and social factors (e.g., which authors are already popular) also affect the

amount of feedback and reaction that social-media posts receive. In this work,

we separate out the influence of these non-content factors in several ways. First,

we focus on ranking pairs of submissions posted to the same community in

quick succession, e.g., within 30 seconds; this framing encourages models to

focus on time-agnostic and community-specific content features. Within that

setting, we determine the relative performance of author vs. content features.

We find that victory usually belongs to “cats and captions,” as visual and tex-

tual features together tend to outperform identity-based features. Moreover,

our experiments show that when considered in isolation, simple unigram text

features and deep neural network visual features yield the highest accuracy in-

dividually, and that the combination of the two modalities generally leads to the

best accuracies overall.

The work in this chapter is joint with Lillian Lee and David Mimno, and was

published in Hessel et al. (2017).
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4.2 Introduction

Today’s user-generated content is becoming more multimodal as users increas-

ingly mix text, images, videos, and audio. Does one mode tend to be preferred

over another — for example, on the Internet, is it indeed true that “a picture is

worth a thousand words”? Or do the visual and the linguistic interact, some-

times reinforcing and sometimes counteracting each other’s individual influ-

ence? Anecdotally, at least, it seems that there is interesting interplay between

these different modes. For example, Figure 4.1 compares two posts made to the

same forum on the same site, both containing captioned images of two cats. One

could argue that the leftmost one has a more clever caption1 but the second has

a more attractive image. Which would more users prefer?

However, determining what multimodal content is most attractive is com-

plicated by the fact that popularity can be strongly dependent on many non-

content factors (Suh et al., 2010; Bakshy et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2011; Ma et al.,

2012; Borghol et al., 2012; Romero et al., 2013; Lakkaraju et al., 2013). Posts by

users that already have a large audience tend to enjoy an advantage over posts

by relatively unknown people; posts that appear when users are most active

are also more popular; and sometimes simply the fact that a post receives a few

early clicks ensures that it gains even more popularity.

Yet to dismiss the importance of the content of a post would be wrong. From

a user’s perspective, if content matters less than identity and timing, why would

they bother taking better pictures or writing wittier captions? Community mod-

erators, who would ideally like to promote high quality content even if it was

submitted at a less-than-optimal time or by a non-celebrity user, would also

1One user comments in response: “A good title! Refreshing. Better than ‘this lil guy.”’
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The grass is always 
greener

This is why you get 
two cats

Figure 4.1: Despite being submitted only 13 seconds apart to the subreddit aww,
one of these submissions received over 1600 upvotes whereas the other received
fewer than 20; the answer is in § 4.3. Images courtesy imgur.com, posted by
Reddit users mercurycloud and imsozzy.

appreciate a model of content alone. Researchers trying to understand commu-

nity preferences/biases want to model users’ likes and dislikes, not the idiosyn-

crasies of ranking algorithms and random early upvoting patterns.

In this work, we seek to measure content preferences independent of con-

founding factors. We collect and analyze data from six sub-communities on

reddit.com of varying size and focus. Each focuses on multimodal posts that

include images and captions. Inspired by our prior work on wording effects

(Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2014), we select pairs of cap-

tioned images posted at similar times (e.g., 30 seconds) to the same community

and then construct models to predict which of the two eventually becomes more

popular. Comparing submissions in this time-controlled setting allows us to ap-

proach an “equal footing” assumption when modeling content, and to quantify

the validity of that assumption.

We choose to explicitly control for time of posting because we find that it
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is the most important contextual factor and because it is relatively easy to find

comparable pairs. But there are other factors in play, some Reddit-specific and

that are impossible for us to recover, e.g., the precise ordering of content dis-

played to users. However, we perform human annotation experiments that ver-

ify that these unrecoverable factors do not overwhelm the influence of content

(see §4.4 for more details). For other factors, such as a user’s social status or

experience, we take the approach of quantifying the predictive performance of

such effects relative to content features, since explicitly controlling for both tim-

ing and user would leave us with too little data to work with.

When comparing “cats and captions” — that is, post content — to creator

characteristics, we find that “cats and captions” are generally more important

for the communities we examine. Also, while image features always outperform

text features when both are considered independently (albeit only if deep learn-

ing is employed), in five of six Reddit communities, significant performance

gains are observed when combining modalities.

The main contributions of this work are:

1. An exploration of time-sensitive content popularity across various com-

munities on reddit.com, and an accompanying argument for framing

these investigations in a time-controlled, ranking setting.

2. Several publicly available2 datasets and ranking tasks involving the pre-

diction of community response to multimodal content, plus estimates of

human performance on these tasks.

3. A comparison of off-the-shelf image and language features against social

and timing baselines, and a demonstration that multimodal features are

2www.cs.cornell.edu/˜jhessel/cats/cats.html
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worth incorporating. The models we consider can also be applied to sub-

missions in isolation, enabling on-line scoring of novel content.

4.3 Datasets

Our starting point for Reddit data is Tan and Lee (2015)’s dataset of all 106M

submissions to Reddit from 2007 to 2014 and Hessel et al. (2016)’s extension of

this dataset to include full Reddit comment trees. Reddit, which is the 25th most

popular site on the Internet according to Alexa.com as of Fall 2016, consists of

interest-centric subcommunities called subreddits. These datasets are based on

the work of Jason Baumgartner of pushshift.io who scraped Reddit using

their public API.

On Reddit, users are allowed to up/downvote content submitted by other

users. While the exact counts of each of these votes are not made available,3

Reddit computes and displays a proprietary “engagement” metric based on the

number of upvotes minus the number of downvotes. This quantity, called the

score of a post, has been readily used in previous work, and is the measure of

engagement we will be examining.

Content on Reddit is shared with topical subreddits (e.g., politics, Art); this

allows us to control for the types of content by only comparing submissions

within a given subreddit. In contrast to a majority of previous work that uses

general-purpose image datasets from Flickr for popularity prediction, we ex-

amine a wide variety of granularities of content, ranging from highly general to

very fine. Khosla et al. (2014), for example, find that objects like revolvers and

3The exact totals are obscured to prevent spam.
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women’s bathing suits are predictive of popularity, whereas spatulas, plungers,

and laptops have a negative impact. In other words, while previous work has

addressed which types of objects tend to become popular, here we examine

what objects of a given type become popular.

Many subreddits embody a larger growing trend towards images, video,

and other media content. Nearly all major social media sites (e.g., Facebook,

Twitter, Pinterest) support image and video, and some networks make multi-

modal content their focus (e.g., Instagram). We performed a similar analysis

to Singer et al. (2014), and hand-categorize popular top-level domains on Red-

dit into “media” (e.g., imgur, youtube) “news” (e.g., cnn, bbc) and Reddit

internal title-only and text posts. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the dramatic rise in

multimedia content submitted to Reddit from 2005 to 2014. Note that this graph

is proportional — the raw number of multimedia submissions to the site is still

rising, even though the proportion has flattened. Roughly 30% of all submis-

sions to Reddit are images, gifs, videos, and the like. In fact, more than 400 sub-

reddits have each amassed more than 5,000 image submissions. If researchers

frame problems carefully, these communities offer a diverse set of in-situ human

and community reactions to multimedia content without the need for expensive

annotations.

We focus on six image-centric subreddits of varying popularity, visual focus,

and social structure. These communities range from pics,4 which has millions

of subscribers and offers few guidelines about what types of images are per-

mitted, to RedditLaqueristas [sic], where users submit photographs of artistically

lacquered fingernails. Typical examples of image/text submissions made to aww

4According to the moderators: pics is “a place to share photographs and pictures.”
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# Users #/% Imgur Cap Len

pics 2108K 2472K/70% 9.84
aww 1010K 954K/81% 9.13
cats 109K 100K/73% 8.97
MakeupAddiction (MA) 77K 58K/57% 13.67
FoodPorn (FP) 74K 50K/77% 9.39
RedditLaqueristas (RL) 27K 39K/73% 11.12

Table 4.1: Number of unique users, number of Imgur submissions, and the av-
erage caption length for the communities used in this study. The number of
unique users includes those who commented or submitted.

are shown in in Figure 4.1.5 General statistics about each of these datasets are

presented in Table 4.1. Note that some community name abbreviations are also

introduced here.

While users are able to submit links from any website on the Internet to

any subreddit, the most common top-level domain is imgur.com (Alexa.com

rank 48, Fall 2016), a site created to be an image hosting companion site to Red-

dit.6 Imgur allows users to upload content which can subsequently be shared to

Reddit. All images in our datasets were fetched from Imgur.

We define a subreddit to be “active” if it receives more than 15 submissions

on that day.7 We attempted to scrape all images from all active days from all six

subreddits from Reddit’s inception until February 1st, 2014.

5The left submission was the more popular of the two, receiving at least 1K more upvotes
than the right.

6https://goo.gl/2fX34m
7This is mostly done to filter out the unreliable feedback early in a community’s life. After

the first active day, the proportion of active days thereafter varies from 96% in the case of pics
to 55% in the case of RL, with an average of 83% over all datasets.
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As preprocessing we remove any duplicate images,8 and any ani-

mated or corrupted images. Imgur albums consisting of multiple im-

ages are also discarded. All images are resized to 256 pixels by

256 pixels. All datasets, including train/test splits, are available at

www.cs.cornell.edu/˜jhessel/cats/cats.html.

4.4 Time and Rich-getting-richer

Our objective is to isolate content features and predict the relative popularity of

two items posted at approximately the same time. This approach has the advan-

tage that it is relatively insensitive to two factors: the time of posting and the

absolute number of positive user votes. In this section we provide arguments

that these factors are significant in our data set and that previous methods for

8We filter duplicate links by matching imgur ID and duplicate images by PHashwith a hand-
picked hamming distance threshold of five. We attempt to discard all copies of repeat submis-
sions to mitigate any effect of repeated submissions, though deleted posts and pathological
cases prevent us from guaranteeing that there are no duplicates.
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controlling for these factors are not sufficient.

Why Control for Time? Raw post scores are influenced by timing factors in

complex and difficult-to-measure ways. Reddit is a dynamic, evolving platform,

so expected popularity of submissions varies across many time scales. In Figure

4.3, for example, we show the mean score of submissions made at various times

during the day averaged over a sliding 30 minute window in aww. The figure

also shows the average activity level of the community as measured by number

of submissions. There is a dramatic spike in average submission score for posts

submitted at 9AM when compared to posts submitted at 6AM or 12PM.

Expected popularity also varies periodically between days of the week. Fig-

ure 4.4a shows posts binned by day of the week. The average score of submis-

sions to aww, pics, and cats seems to be greater on weekends when compared

to weekdays. These patterns are not always easily modeled; the number of up-

votes in MakeupAddiction falls sharply on Tuesdays, potentially as a result of the

community’s “Text Tuesdays” tradition (when only text posts are allowed). We

observed similar patterns in the other subreddits. Figure 4.4b illustrates binning

by submission year. The average post score on Reddit seems to be increasing

over time, but it is unclear whether this trend has continued in 2014, as vote

totals might not have had the chance to stabilize at the time of scraping in early

2014.

Reddit communities more closely resemble time-sensitive “cultural mar-

kets” as described by Salganik et al. (2006) than any of the three image-sharing

settings described by Khosla et al. (2014).

Mean Normalization. Lakkaraju et al. (2013)’s work offers a starting point for
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Figure 4.4: Relationship between various measures of time and eventual sub-
mission score with 95% confidence intervals.

designing a time-control mechanism. Their original goal was to control for pop-

ularity between subreddits, whereas we aim to control for time within a commu-

nity.

We identified several problems when applying their time control method,

which we call mean normalization (MN), to our setting. MN divides the score

of a Reddit post by the average score of all posts surrounding it in an hour.

Estimating a robust and accurate mean is difficult because of the dynamics of

popularity. The submission distribution is skewed by rich-get-richer processes

(for aww, average skew is 7.33, average kurtosis is 69.25), so average popularity

as a statistic does not capture a fair notion of quality. Furthermore, submissions

that are unlucky enough to posted within the same hour as a popular post are

unfairly downweighted by the rich-get-richer process.

For some subreddits, a one hour time window is probably too big. Figure

4.3 suggests that one hour can encompass large changes in expected popularity
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in the fast-paced world of Reddit, e.g., the mean score for 6AM submissions is

around 64, whereas the mean score for 7AM submissions is around 93.

Finally, in less popular communities, Lakkaraju et al. note that it is often

difficult to get a stable estimate of the mean submission popularity within an

hour. While their setting doesn’t require estimating this mean, ours does. In

FoodPorn, for example, just 44% of all submissions have at least 5 in-window

submissions (µ = 4.57) to take the mean over.

Raw Transformations on Reddit. Raw post scores, even normalized for tem-

poral effects, may be too noisy to learn accurate models. Self-reinforcing “rich

get richer” dynamics in online interfaces result in complex, non-linear relation-

ships between quality and popularity (Salganik et al., 2006). Furthermore, re-

cent work shows that these dynamics differ significantly from community to

community; sometimes a small number of highly scored submissions is pre-

ferred, while in other cases, the scores are more evenly distributed (Lee et al.,

2016). The complexity of this relationship is compounded by website interface

changes, ranking algorithm modifications,9 and innumerable other subtle ef-

fects.

Transformations of raw votes are known to be more effective than highly-

skewed raw values. Khosla et al. (2014), for example, successfully use a log-

transformation on Flickr view counts. In the case of Reddit, however, heuristic

transformations like these enforce complex biases that are not consistent be-

tween different subreddits. Also, it is not clear how to extend these to a time-

controlled setting, in general.

9In fact, between the time of submission and publication, Reddit did entirely change their
method for computing post scores: goo.gl/zHcKzL
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Our Approach: Pairwise Sampling. Because only relative judgments need to

be made, the comparison of submissions made in quick succession requires no

assumptions about the skewness of the score distribution. We do not need to

compute a stable estimate of average popularity, so sparse submission data can

be handled. No ad-hoc transformation of raw scores is required, either. If the

time difference between two posts is small we can train models using the as-

sumption that posts start on roughly equal footing. We can then quantify the

validity of those assumptions in terms of timing and user baselines, and directly

compare cats and captions to creators and the clock.

While it would be ideal to design a pairing process that would control for

other social effects, doing so would be substantially more difficult than account-

ing for time. For example, if we sample pairs of posts made by the same au-

thor in a short time window, we would lose—at the very minimum—the 75%

of submissions made to pics by users who have deleted their accounts or who

only submit a single time. Also, Reddit enforces a one-post-per-several-minutes

submission rate on a majority of accounts, meaning our stringent time controls

would need to be relaxed. We leave sophisticated user-identity controlling sam-

pling procedures to future work, and focus on quantifying the performance of

user features instead.

After scraping the images associated with each subreddit, our goal is to pair

submissions to minimize differences in timing. The pairing process is controlled

by several parameters. For each community we define a fixed, maximal allowed

time-window so that pairs are not too far apart. We select pairs greedily to

minimize this gap, so in practice the average time difference is smaller than

the maximum window size. To mitigate the effects of noise, we force the score
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Max/Avg Win Med/Avg Diff # Pairs

pics 30/15 sec 117/478 44K
aww 30/15 sec 90/393 33K
cats 15/7 min 69/231 15K
MA 60/24 min 88/227 10K
FP 120/53 min 62/188 8K
RL 30/14 min 56/118 9K

Table 4.2: Statistics regarding the sampling used to generate ranking pairs. The
maximum window is the maximum number of minutes that two submissions
can be apart to be paired up, whereas the average window is the average time
between all sampled pairs. The median and mean score differences between
pairs is also given.

difference between members of a pair to be at least 20,10 and the eventually

more popular submission must also be at least twice as popular as the other.

Additionally, we ignore posts that received a score of less than two to avoid

spam and other very low-quality submissions that received no upvotes.

Table 4.2 shows the maximum and average window sizes, along with the

number of pairs that were sampled using a simple greedy algorithm. For aww

and pics, the most popular communities we examine, sampled pairs are submit-

ted 15 seconds apart on average.

Human Validation. We first consider the validity of this new task by conduct-

ing a small human study. Our goal with this study was to determine if the task

of predicting relative engagement was even possible using these datasets, or

whether there is no correlation between content and Reddit score. We asked an-

notators to predict which among two time-controlled submissions they thought

would get more upvotes. For each of the six datasets we showed the same 20

10A majority of experiments were also conducted with the minimum difference parameter set
to four; results were similar to those presented here.
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aww pics cats MA FP RL

Humans 60.0 63.6 59.6 62.2 72.7 67.2

Table 4.3: Human annotation accuracy results.

pairs to annotators.11 In total, we were able to gather 1400 human pairwise

judgments. In addition, users were given the option of describing “why” they

made the choice they did.

Annotators used a variety of techniques to make their decisions. Rationale

ranged from basic aesthetic observations (“Much better photo;” submitted with

a correct annotation. “Better photo;” correct annotation. “homemade + steak

+ picture resolution (so profesh);” correct annotation.) to comments about how

unique images were (“Dude, it’s a cat with a pencil;” incorrect). Sometimes,

the authors disqualified submissions based on the associated text, rather than

on the images (“Less begging in the title;” incorrect.). Many annotators used

their perception of the communities when making judgements (“The Internet

loves meat;” correct. “Easy. Desserts always win;” correct.). Sometimes the

annotators wished they were more familiar with the community, e.g., one user

submitted an incorrect annotation, noting that “[they were not] sure whether

FoodPorn is about the images or the food concept.” Some pairs were universally

difficult. For example, 83% of annotators incorrectly selected a cute rabbit (“Dat

bunny face;” +10 Reddit score) over an out-of-focus photo of a duck12 with the

caption “My brother got a duck yesterday..” [sic] (+115 Reddit score).

The resulting mean accuracy for each dataset is presented in Table 4.3. In

11Due to a sampling bug, pics pairs in the human experiments were sampled from 2009-2012
instead of 2009-2014.

12One redditor comments regarding the misfocused image: “That trashcan [in the back-
ground] is in excellent quality.”
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general, humans are able to guess pairwise rankings of submissions from im-

ages and captions, but the task is difficult.13 Having validated that the task is

neither trivial nor impossible for humans, we now move on to our machine

learning experiments.

4.5 Model Design

For relative popularity prediction, we use a pairwise learning-to-rank model

(Herbrich et al., 1999; Joachims, 2002; Burges et al., 2005). Specifically, our data

is of the form {x1i, x2i, yi}
n
i=1

where 〈x1i, x2i〉 is a pair of Reddit submissions posted

at similar times, and yi is an indicator variable that encodes which submission

became more popular. We train a linear classifier on top of the vector difference

of two entities for predicting which of the two is more highly ranked (i.e. yi). As

such, we experiment with models of the form

ŷi = wT ( f (x1i) − f (x2i)) (4.1)

where w is a set of regression weights and f is one of a variety of Reddit sub-

mission representation functions. In all experiments, we use a hinge loss, which

is minimized with respect to the coefficients of the regression itself and, if appli-

cable, with respect to the trainable parameters of f .

Note that our model implicitly learns a scoring function that can assign a

quality score to unpaired examples. Specifically wT f (x) ∈ R is a value that cor-

relates with the model’s ranking of that submission.14 This function could be

13Because the human study only considered a small subset of image pairs, the exact values
reported are less precise than for the other results: the 95% confidence intervals for the human
annotations are on average ±6

14Rather than approximating the global raw Reddit score ranking, the model induces a ranking
with desirable properties, e.g., it cannot be predicted from timing features.
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used by moderators to compute model scores of novel, incoming submissions.

We use this function in a later section to interpret our results.

Cats and Captions

The textual and visual characteristics of the six communities we examine are

complex and varied. For example, most images in RL are of fingernails, which

are out of domain for pretrained computer vision models. Similarly, complex

social patterns and tags emerge within language e.g., “CCW” meaning “con-

structive criticism welcome.” As a result, a dataset-by-dataset examination of

specific, higher-level processes like image (Khosla et al., 2012) or text (Danescu-

Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012) memorability transfer-learned from other domains

is reserved for future work. The goal of this section is not to argue that these

models are the best. Rather, we will use these generic feature extractors to

demonstrate the importance of modeling content at all.

Image Models. We experiment with a combination of lower-level features and

deep neural network models to represent image content. This mix of models is

similar to those explored by Khosla et al. (2014).

The most basic building blocks of the human visual system are edges and

colors, and the presentation of these features might effect how appealing an

image is. Previous work has found that colors can play a role in human response

to visual content (Bakhshi and Gilbert, 2015). As such, we examine a set of

color features (Color), consisting of an l1 normalized vector based on the RGB

values of the colors in the image. We use Khan et al. (2013)’s 50 universal color

descriptors and extraction code to compute this vector for each image.
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The second feature set is histogram of oriented gradients (Dalal and Triggs,

2005). HOG features capture localized pixel gradients in an image. We use the

HOG feature extractor in OpenCV (Bradski, 2000) with default parameters and

use random projection to reduce the dimension of the resulting features to 2K

from 34K.

Next, we examine the GIST image descriptors (Oliva and Torralba, 2001),

which aim to capture “perceptual dimensions (naturalness, openness, rough-

ness, expansion, ruggedness) that represent the dominant spatial structure of a

scene.” We use the pyleargist15 library to extract these 960 features.

Recently, convolutional neural networks have been used to extract high-level

concepts from image data. We use the popular VGG-19 (Simonyan and Zisser-

man, 2014) and ResNet50 (He et al., 2016b). Both of these networks are used

as feature extractors16 by taking the final-layer activations from a set of weights

trained for the ImageNet (Deng et al., 2009) ILSVRC-2014 classification task.

Building a linear model over extracted features in this manner is known to offer

an “astounding” baseline (Sharif Razavian et al., 2014).

Text Models. We first examine a set of Structural features of language. These

include the message length (in tokens and characters), the token-to-type ratio,

and a “punctuation proportion” feature to capture some signal about an au-

thor’s use of non-alpha-numeric characters (e.g., emoji).

We consider three models that do not use word order. The bag-of-words

assumption is valuable both because of its relative simplicity and because of

its high performance (see Hill et al. (2016) for some benchmarks). First we de-

15https://bitbucket.org/ogrisel/pyleargist/
16We found deeper residual networks and network fine-tuning to be unhelpful in early test-

ing.
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fine a set of Unigram features by mapping each caption to a vector of binary

indicator variables. Second we extract topic distributions using a specialized

biterm topic model (Yan et al., 2013) designed for short texts. We use 20 topics

in all cases, and extract the resulting l1 normalized Topic distributions. Third we

use a variant17 of the deep averaging network (DAN) (Iyyer et al., 2015). This

model averages a set of word embeddings and feeds the result though a sim-

ple multilayer perceptron. We consider a 3-layer DAN with 128 hidden units.

The model’s word embeddings are tuned from a 100D GloVe (Pennington et al.,

2014) pretrained set.

We also consider sequence-based features, specifically an order-sensitive re-

current neural network. We train an LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997)

on the sequence of words in a caption. The parameters of the RNN are learned,

and the word embeddings are tuned from the same 100-dimensional starting

vectors as the DAN. For completeness, we also consider a bidirectional LSTM,

Bi-LSTM (Graves and Schmidhuber, 2005).

Creators and the Clock

User Features. Can Reddit users get upvotes based on an attained status as

on other social networks? An explicit and persistent user identity exists for

some users on MakeupAddiction and RedditLaqueristas in the form of a flair that is

displayed alongside a given user’s posts. Most often, the flair contains a link to

a given user’s Instagram profile.

For other communities, however, a majority of users submit only a few

17We apply l2 normalization after the averaging step, and don’t apply word-level dropout.
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Figure 4.5: Relationship between various measures of time and eventual sub-
mission score for several subreddits, with 95% CI.

times. Around 60% of submissions made to aww and cats, for example, are

made by users who submit at most three times ever. Even if a celebrity status

were earned and upvote counts were artificially inflated as a result, in these

communities, this likely plays a lesser role.

Another hypothesis is that as a user gains familiarity with a community, they

are better able to submit content of interest to that community. Indeed, a user

who has a better sense of the types of content popular in a community might be

more likely to submit high quality content than a newcomer.

Even though we cannot disentangle the effects of status and experience, we

can still define features that capture aspects of a submitter’s previous behavior

within a community. Such features have previously been used in studies on

Reddit (Althoff et al., 2014; Jaech et al., 2015) and Slashdot (Lampe and Resnick,

2004), among others.

Two easily measured quantities are how many times a user has previously
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submitted and how many total threads a user has previously interacted with.

Figure 4.5a and Figure 4.5b show that correlations exist between score and pre-

vious interactions. In redditLaqueristas, for example, if a submission is a user’s

fifth to tenth, it is more likely to receive upvotes than if a submission is a user’s

first. In cats, however, participating in more than 30 threads by commenting or

posting seems to be associated with slightly lower average popularity.

The following set of user features are computed for each submitter at the

time of their submission. When a statistic is not properly defined for a given

user at a given time (e.g., average previous comment length when they have no

previous comments; the submitter deleted their account, etc.) the mean value

over the training set is substituted.18

Previous work (e.g., Dror et al. (2012)) has found information regarding

how much a user participates in a community to be a useful predictor of their

future behavior. The Activity feature set includes the number of previous

posts/comments, how long the user has been a member of the community, the

time since previous interaction, and the ratio of posts to posts plus comments

for that author.

It is possible that how a user interacts with others in a community is more im-

portant than how much they interact with a community. The Type feature set in-

cludes average comment length, average comment token-to-type ratio, average

conversation tree depth of comment, the proportion of previous comments with

replies, the proportion of previous submissions wherein the user commented

multiple times, and median time-to-response from thread start.

18We ran user experiments considering only pairs that consisted of no deleted users and no
users without previous interaction data; the results were comparable.
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Several variables are used to quantify the community-perceived Quality of

a submitter’s previous interactions. Instead of using statistics based on raw

scores, which can be skewed by a small number of very popular interactions,

we use Jaech et al.’s Jaech et al. (2015) k-index, which counts the number of

times a user has submitted either a post or a comment that received more than k

upvotes. To normalize for a user’s total activity, we divide by the total number

of posts/comments that user made to form a statistic we call k-rate. We compute

k-rate for k ∈ {5, 10, 50, 100} for both posts and comments. While the quality

statistics might leak timing information, we would like the user baseline to be

as strong as possible.

Timing Models. In the pairwise ranking setting, a Random guess is correct half

of the time. Furthermore, it is possible that the post that was created Earlier has

a tendency to get more upvotes because it has existed longer, so choosing the

submission in the pair that was posted first makes for a good baseline.

Finally, we include a Time baseline to quantify how well the pairing process

controls for time. Instead of attempting to hand-design a set of rules, because

the effects of time are complicated we choose to simply learn a time feature

classifier. We use a 1-hot encoding of the minute-in-hour, hour-in-day, day-in-

week, and year of the post. Instead of subtracting the resulting encodings, we

concatenate to give the model access to the absolute and relative timing. The

classifier we use is a one-hidden-layer neural network with 100 hidden units to

capture potential non-linear relationships.
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aww pics cats MA FP RL

T
im

in
g Random 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0

Earlier 51.7 51.1 49.9 48.9 48.6 48.7
Time 50.2 50.2 50.7 50.4 49.7 50.6

U
se

r Type 50.6 51.2 50.7 52.8 51.8 56.1
Activity 51.1 53.6 52.8 55.0 53.9 60.6
Quality 54.7 55.5 52.9 60.7 55.5 67.3

T
ex

tu
al

Struct 56.2 54.8 56.5 50.9 52.3 52.5
Topic 55.2 55.8 56.8 60.4 55.2 55.5
DAN 58.6 58.3 58.5 62.2 57.6 59.8
LSTM 59.4 58.8 58.7 61.0 57.0 59.1
Bi-LSTM 59.7 58.9 59.3 61.8 57.8 59.6
Unigram 59.7 58.6 59.5 63.0 57.6 60.8

V
is

u
al

HOG 51.7 52.8 51.9 53.5 53.5 53.5
GIST 52.7 53.0 53.5 55.9 56.5 56.3
ColorHist 55.3 53.7 55.6 55.0 56.5 54.5
VGG-19 63.4 58.9 61.1 62.4 62.8 62.1
ResNet50 64.8 60.0 62.6 64.9 65.2 64.2

Table 4.4: Unimodal accuracy results averaged over 15 cross-validation splits;
higher accuracy is better. Bolded results are the best in the whole column and
are underlined if differences are significant. Italicized results are tied for the
best among their feature type. 95% CI are on average ±.5 and never exceed ±1

for the non-timing features.

4.6 Results

For all experiments, we compute 15-fold cross validation accuracy in an 80/20

train/test split. We withhold 10% of training data as a validation set, which

is used to optimize regularization parameters and for early stopping. Models

are trained using Keras (Chollet, 2015) with the Theano (Theano Development

Team, 2016) backend.
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4.6.1 Unimodal Experiments

Next we assess the individual ability of each modality to predict the eventual

popularity of content. The results for each dataset and feature set are given in

Table 4.4. Because the classification problem is a balanced two class task, we

only report accuracy.

Pairwise Ranking Controls for Time. Our objective in using pairwise ranking

is to reduce the effect of time-of-posting as a confounding factor. As shown

in Section 4.4, time-based features are, in general, strongly predictive of average

user engagement. But in the pairwise ranking setting, we were happy to see that

neither the learned time classifier nor the “earlier” baseline were able to achieve

meaningful performance above random. This suggests that we are effectively

controlling for time of posting.

Previous Quality Predicts Current Quality. Among user features, quality of

previous submitted content is the best predictor of future success. The particular

types of interactions (e.g., posts vs. comments, comment length) also seem to be

less important than the absolute volume of previous interactions.

For Words, Simpler is Better. Order-sensitive and deeper models models rarely

outperformed the shallower, order-unaware unigram models. Interestingly,

structural features performed particularly well on cats and aww; we observed

that longer, story-like titles worked well in both of those communities. For all

datasets, the best text-only models performed worse than the best image-only

models, suggesting that visual content is more predictive of relative popularity

than textual content in these communities.

For Images, More Complicated is Better. For all datasets, the best performing
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aww pics cats MA FP RL

Time + User 54.1 54.7 52.1 58.8 54.2 64.8
All User 56.3 55.3 54.6 60.9 56.0 68.4
ResNet50 64.8 60.0 62.6 64.9 65.2 64.2
Text + Image 67.1 62.7 65.9 67.7 65.8 66.4

Table 4.5: Multimodal accuracy results averaged over 15 cross-validation splits.
Higher accuracy is better, and accenting follows Table 4.4. 95% CI are on average
±.5 and never exceed ±.76. The best unimodal model ResNet50 is generally
outperformed by the multimodal model, Text + Image. User features alone (All
User) generally perform better on their own than when they are combined with
timing features.

image algorithm was the deep neural network ResNet50. The fact that ResNet50

outperformed its shallower counterpart VGG-19 suggests that this task is well-

formulated as a computer vision task. In general, the CNN approaches per-

formed better than the lower-level image features, though all outperformed ran-

dom.

4.6.2 Multimodal Experiments

We now directly compare “cats and captions” to “creators and the clock.” In

particular, given the high performance of unigram and ResNet50 features, we

use ’s Lynch et al. (2016)’s elastic net regression method to jointly represent vi-

sual and textual content, and call the model Text + Image. Because timing fea-

tures weren’t found to be helpful when concatenated with user features (Time

+ User), we also include a concatenation of all user features, All User. These

results are presented in Table 4.5.

In five of six cases, content features outperform the user features for rela-

tive popularity prediction. In terms of relative improvement over random, the
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aww pics cats MA FP RL

Time + User 55.5 51.7 52.6 56.9 52.8 60.5
All User 60.4 51.0 54.3 63.1 57.9 66.0
Text + Image 65.5 66.0 67.3 62.7 62.6 65.4

Table 4.6: Heldout, out-of-domain task accuracy results; bolded are best.

magnitude of this improvement is between 245% for cats and 62% for Make-

upAddiction. In five of six cases performance significantly improves when we

combine text and images, indicating that this task is well-formulated as a multi-

modal task. In these cases, the relative improvement over random when adding

text to the best image model varies between 27% for pics and 16% for aww.

Fully-held Out, Different Distribution Test. One useful property of the models

we consider is the unpaired scoring function implicitly learned in the ranking

process. While this scoring function could be used to process novel submissions

made to a community, it’s unclear how well patterns learned across training

data would generalize to testing data. Changing linguistic (Danescu-Niculescu-

Mizil et al., 2013) and visual (Wu et al., 2016) preferences of communities com-

plicate this task considerably.

We selected 1000 pairs from each community sampled outside of the training

data’s time span, and therefore out of the exact distribution of the training data.

These pairs were fully held out meaning that we evaluated them exactly once for

each model. The accuracy of the content model and the user/timing model in

the fully-held-out settings are given in Table 4.6.

While it is difficult to extrapolate from point estimates, the fully-held out

results display interesting changes in performance. In particular, while differ-

ences in performance are relatively minor (indicating that we likely didn’t over-
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fit) we see a roughly 28% decrease in performance in MakeupAddiction. We find

some evidence suggesting that the community has evolved during the 10 month

heldout period. In particular, for the image + text models, the average posting

time of the correctly-classified pairs is 11 days earlier (and closer in time to the

training data) than the average posting time of incorrectly-classified pairs. Be-

cause only 1K held-out pairs are considered, the statistical significance of this

potential difference cannot be established for all models. However, this pattern

was observed across several models we considered. Collectively, these observa-

tions suggest a potentially complex relationship between training set generaliz-

ability and time.

Model Score vs. Raw Score. Using traditional ranking metrics in this pairwise

setting is difficult because, as we have argued above, there is no appropriate

“gold standard” ranking to compare against. The scores received on Reddit

would indeed provide a ranking, but not an appropriate ranking, because those

scores are biased by precisely factors like timing we have discussed and con-

structed our pairwise task to mitigate. As a result, applying evaluation metrics

like mean reciprocal rank (MRR) or precision-at-K (p@K) that assume a ground-

truth ranking is not possible.

However, we understand that readers may still be curious to know whether

the ranking induced by our method has any correlation with the scores that ap-

pear on Reddit, since other work (e.g., Khosla et al. (2014), who worked with a

Flickr dataset) computes similar correlations. To satisfy the curious reader, we

did go ahead and compare the Spearman correlation between raw popularity

and our model’s scores. For the text + image models, the observed values aver-

aged over cross-validation splits range between ρ = .25 for pics and ρ = .37 for
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Figure 4.6: Examples from FoodPorn automatically scored by the ResNet50
model. The top, middle, and bottom rows are sampled from the 99th, 50th,
and 1st percentiles of model scores respectively. While lighting effects likely re-
late to model scores, the underperformance of the color-only classifier and the
performance jump when switching from VGG-19 to ResNet50 suggest that this
is a rich computer vision task. Images courtesy imgur.com.

(a) Image only

Found this 3 day old baby under a car...

This is Dexter. A year 1/2 ago...

My very first dog and best friend is...

Every time we start the boat...

Henry is quite the lady killer

Cloudy forgets to close his mouth...

Soft kitty, warm kitty, little ball of...

My sleepy kitty enjoying the sun

Happy kitty, sleepy kitty and man she...

(b) Text only

We were taking a

family photo but our

dog...

Walter is ready for

dinner.

When Hamish fits, he

sits.

(c) Multimodal

Figure 4.7: Examples from one train/test split of aww scored by the ResNet50
model, the unigram model, and the text + image model. The top, middle, and
bottom rows are sampled from the 99th, 50th, and 1st percentiles respectively.
Images courtesy imgur.com.
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MakeupAddiction. In general, the correlations we observe are somewhat lower

than those of Khosla et al. (2014)’s image-based model; whether the differences

are due to the models or to the different domains is an open question.

4.7 Analysis of aww

We now qualitatively analyze the models’ performance on aww, though a similar

analysis could be performed on any community (e.g., Figure 4.6 shows image

examples from FoodPorn). Figure 4.7 shows several test examples scored by

the image-only, text-only, and multimodal models from one of the aww cross-

validation splits.

Figure 4.7a, which displays good, okay, and bad images as scored by

ResNet50, illustrates that lighting is important. The model tends to assign lower

scores in cases where an animal’s face isn’t visible. Having the animal taking up

a majority of the image also seems to be important, though this could be an arti-

fact of our resizing procedure. Also, we noticed that a disproportionate number

of highly scored images were of dogs; among the cross-validation split we con-

sidered, in fact, the top ten images were all dogs. The model, and potentially

the community, might be favoring particular types of animals.

To examine this possibility, we turn our focus to more interpretable object

detections. Specifically, we turn to the canonical 1K ImageNet classes, which

consist of a surprisingly high number of types of animals, e.g., 120/1000 classes

are different types of dogs. As such, these classes are well-suited to analyzing

aww. We extracted the pre-softmax input for each ImageNet class according to
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ResNet50 for each image 19 These features are the un-normalized log probabil-

ities for each of the 1K ImageNet classes. For each of the 15 cross-validation

splits, we computed the average Pearson correlation between our model’s score

and the object detection features.

After applying Bonferroni-correction to our confidence intervals to account

for the fact that there are 1K possible correlations, we observed many signifi-

cant results. Among the 250 most common detections, the object-like features

most correlated with success were “golden retriever,” “dingo,” and “labrador

retriever” (R = .23, .21, .19, respectively, p ≪ .01 that there is a true correlation).

There were also dog breed features associated with failure, including “miniature

schnauzer,” “maltese dog,” and “affenpinscher” (R = -.23, -.21, -.21, p ≪ .01).

Interestingly, non-bulldog terriers fared poorly; all 15 were negatively corre-

lated with model score, though only 12/15 were significantly so. In contrast,

5/5 retriever classes were significantly correlated with higher scores. For cats,

“cheetah” and “lion” features positively correlated (R = .18, .09) while “tabby,”

“egyptian cat,” and “persian cat” features were all negatively correlated (R =

-.1, -.11, -.17).

The story with text on aww is a simpler; Figure 4.7b shows that longer cap-

tions generally do better, and it also helps to have a story. Unigrams like saved

(β = .50), wife (β = .43), roommate (β = .42), and cancer (β = .41), and are among

the most predictive of success. Interestingly, sleeping animals seem to be pre-

dictive of failure, with unigrams like sleepy (β =-.58), sleeping (β=-.47), laying

(β=-.47), and nap (β=-.43) being among the most predictive of failure.

When image and text features are combined, performance improves over

19Weights after the softmax transformation also produced some significant results, but the
pre-softmax weights are known to contain more fine-grained information (Buciluǎ et al., 2006)
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each by themselves, which suggests that the patterns discussed contain infor-

mation orthogonal for predictive purposes. Because we simply concatenate im-

age and text features rather than modeling interactions directly, the multimodal

patterns likely mirror the unimodal patterns discussed here.

4.8 Additional Related Work

Content has been used to predict popularity in the past. Language (Petrovic

et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2011; Guerini et al., 2011; Bandari et al., 2012; Danescu-

Niculescu-Mizil et al., 2012; Artzi et al., 2012; Sun et al., 2013; Tan et al., 2014;

Tsur and Rappoport, 2012), images (Khosla et al., 2014; Deza and Parikh, 2015;

Wu et al., 2016), video (Shamma et al., 2011; Figueiredo, 2013; Pinto et al., 2013),

or a combination of multiple modalities (Yamaguchi et al., 2014; McParlane

et al., 2014; Gelli et al., 2015; Hu et al., 2016a; Chen, 2016) have been used for

this task. Some previous work has controlled for, rather than modeled, mul-

timodal content (Borghol et al., 2012; Lakkaraju et al., 2013). Our work builds

upon previous studies that attempt to predict or analyze crowd-level preferences

(Khosla et al., 2014; Figueiredo et al., 2014; Bakhshi et al., 2014; Bakhshi and

Gilbert, 2015; Stoddard, 2015; Schifanella et al., 2015; Deza and Parikh, 2015;

Mazloom et al., 2016; Almgren et al., 2016; Zakrewsky et al., 2016), as opposed

to user-level preferences (Zhong et al., 2015). Glenski and Stoddard20 describe

human experiments similar to ours. While the setting we examine is different

(e.g., we apply more stringent time controls), it was interesting to see that their

human trial results were similar to ours.

20https://goo.gl/9M6Ioh
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Noisy Rich-get-richer Processes. Timing (Borghol et al., 2012; Lakkaraju et al.,

2013), and even early random positive or negative treatments (Weninger et al.,

2015) can affect the popularity of social media content. Salganik et al. (Sal-

ganik et al., 2006) show that while content does matter to an extent, presenting

different orderings of songs to users results in wildly different most and least

popular music. These effects likely underpin the widespread underprovision

on Reddit (Gilbert, 2013), which causes “Reddit [to overlook] 52% of the most

popular links the first time they were submitted.” Undoubtedly, content can

never perfectly predict community response.

Social Features for Eventual Popularity. Social connections (Lerman and Hogg,

2010) and author identity (Suh et al., 2010) also effect the popularity of content.

Solomon and Herman (Solomon and Herman, 1977) demonstrate that individ-

uals with higher status are more likely to be recipients of prosocial behavior.

In our case, this could mean higher status individuals in a community receive

upvotes as a result of their celebrity status. Khosla et al. (2014) consider a sim-

ple set of social features of their Flickr dataset, and find that social features are

significantly more predictive of popularity than image features when not con-

trolling for user identity.

4.9 Conclusion and Future Work

In this work, we motivated the task of relative popularity prediction as a means

of controlling for time. We also demonstrated that incorporating multimodal

features generally resulted in improved performance. Future work in model-

ing could consider more sophisticated models of textual and visual interaction.
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Also, it would be interesting to investigate visual trends within communities

over time. Designing a model to identify “timely” or trend-setting image fea-

tures is a promising avenue for future work.

Popularity prediction, too, is only one social factor of interest to modera-

tors of multimodal communities. The text of comments, for example, offers a

more fine-grained measure of community response than upvotes. Text features

like sentiment could also be predicted from content in a similar time-controlled

setting.

While we’ve provided evidence that there exist online communities wherein

visual and textual content predict popularity more successfully than social fea-

tures, it is important to point out the results presented here might not generalize

to other communities, e.g., ones off of Reddit. We suspect that social connections

are less salient on Reddit, which seems more centered on the content. Instagram,

for example, is a social network based on image content wherein identity likely

matters more. However, even on Reddit itself, we observed a case in Reddit-

Laqueristas where our intuitions proved to be incorrect: celebrity-status/social

features were more predictive than content in that subreddit.

Another caveat: while sampling pairs of posts made in quick succession pro-

vided good timing/ordering controls for us, in other settings there might not be

enough posts to warrant such a sampling technique.

In the end, predicting what becomes popular in any given community

requires accounting for timing, content, identity, social structure, and self-

reinforcing rich-get-richer processes. While the relative predictive power of

each varies on a case-by-case basis, we hope the results presented here encour-
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age practitioners to investigate content-driven models in the face of complex

confounding factors.

4.10 Brief Retrospective

Since the publication of this work in 2017, there have been two developments.

First, upon learning about potential missing data, we replicated key results from

these experiments.21 Second, Ding et al. (2019) applied our pretrained models to

an out-of-domain popularity prediction task on Instagram. Notably, our model

performed best among methods not specifically optimized for that domain. In

particular, our models outperformed Khosla et al. (2014) by 10 accuracy points

on a similar pairwise task (relative to a 50% random guessing baseline), despite

being trained on an order of magnitude fewer images.

21http://www.cs.cornell.edu/˜jhessel/reddit/gaps.html
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CHAPTER 5

UNDERSTANDING: QUANTIFYING THE VISUAL CONCRETENESS OF

CONCEPTS

5.1 Brief Overview

Multimodal machine learning algorithms aim to learn visual-textual correspon-

dences. Previous work suggests that concepts with concrete visual manifesta-

tions may be easier to learn than concepts with abstract ones. We give an al-

gorithm for automatically computing the visual concreteness of words and top-

ics within multimodal datasets. We apply the approach in four settings, rang-

ing from image captions to images/text scraped from historical books. In ad-

dition to enabling explorations of concepts in multimodal datasets, our con-

creteness scores predict the capacity of machine learning algorithms to learn

textual/visual relationships. We find that 1) concrete concepts are indeed eas-

ier to learn; 2) the large number of algorithms we consider have similar fail-

ure cases; 3) the precise positive relationship between concreteness and perfor-

mance varies between datasets. We conclude with recommendations for using

concreteness scores to facilitate future multimodal research.

The work in this chapter is joint with David Mimno and Lillian Lee, and was

published in Hessel et al. (2018).
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Image 
Feature 

Extraction

Image Feature Space

dogs versus beautiful

Text 
Concept 

Extraction
{dogs, man, woman,
two, walking, in, a, 

beautiful, rain, the, and}

A man and a woman 
walking two beautiful 

dogs in the rain.

Figure 5.1: Demonstration of visual concreteness estimation on an example from
the COCO dataset. The degree of visual clustering of textual concepts is mea-
sured using a nearest neighbor technique. The concreteness of “dogs” is greater
than the concreteness of “beautiful” because images associated with “dogs” are
packed tightly into two clusters, while images associated with “beautiful” are
spread evenly.1

5.2 Introduction

Text and images are often used together to serve as a richer form of content. For

example, news articles may be accompanied by photographs or infographics;

images shared on social media are often coupled with descriptions or tags; and

textbooks include illustrations, photos, and other visual elements. The ubiquity

and diversity of such “text+image” material (henceforth referred to as multi-

modal content) suggest that, from the standpoint of sharing information, images

and text are often natural complements.

Ideally, machine learning algorithms that incorporate information from both

text and images should have a fuller perspective than those that consider either

text or images in isolation. But Hill and Korhonen (2014b) observe that for their

particular multimodal architecture, the level of concreteness of a concept being

represented — intuitively, the idea of a dog is more concrete than that of beauty

— affects whether multimodal or single-channel representations are more effec-

tive. In their case, concreteness was derived for 766 nouns and verbs from a
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fixed psycholinguistic database of human ratings.

In contrast, we introduce an adaptive algorithm for characterizing the visual

concreteness of all the concepts indexed textually (e.g., “dog”) in a given multi-

modal dataset. Our approach is to leverage the geometry of image/text space.

Intuitively, a visually concrete concept is one associated with more locally simi-

lar sets of images; for example, images associated with “dog” will likely contain

dogs, whereas images associated with “beautiful” may contain flowers, sunsets,

weddings, or an abundance of other possibilities — see Fig. 5.1.

Allowing concreteness to be dataset-specific is an important innovation be-

cause concreteness is contextual. For example, in one dataset we work with,

our method scores “London” as highly concrete because of a preponderance of

iconic London images in it, such as Big Ben and double-decker buses; whereas

for a separate dataset, “London” is used as a geotag for diverse images, so the

same word scores as highly non-concrete.

In addition to being dataset-specific, our method readily scales, does not

depend on an external search engine, and is compatible with both discrete and

continuous textual concepts (e.g., topic distributions).

Dataset-specific visual concreteness scores enable a variety of purposes. In

this paper, we focus on using them to: 1) explore multimodal datasets; and

2) predict how easily concepts will be learned in a machine learning setting.

We apply our method to four large multimodal datasets, ranging from image

captions to image/text data scraped from Wikipedia,2 to examine the relation-

ship between concreteness scores and the performance of machine learning al-

2We release our Wikipedia and British Library data at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/

˜jhessel/concreteness/concreteness.html
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gorithms. Specifically, we consider the cross-modal retrieval problem, and ex-

amine a number of NLP, vision, and retrieval algorithms. Across all 320 sig-

nificantly different experimental settings (= 4 datasets × 2 image-representation

algorithms × 5 textual-representation algorithms × 4 text/image alignment al-

gorithms × 2 feature pre-processing schemes), we find that more concrete in-

stances are easier to retrieve, and that different algorithms have similar fail-

ure cases. Interestingly, the relationship between concreteness and retrievabil-

ity varies significantly based on dataset: some datasets appear to have a linear

relationship between the two, whereas others exhibit a concreteness threshold

beyond which retrieval becomes much easier.

We believe that our work can have a positive impact on future multimodal

research. §5.9 gives more detail, but in brief, we see implications in (1) evalua-

tion — more credit should perhaps be assigned to performance on non-concrete

concepts; (2) creating or augmenting multimodal datasets, where one might a

priori consider the desired relative proportion of concrete vs. non-concrete con-

cepts; and (3) curriculum learning (Bengio et al., 2009), where ordering of training

examples could take concreteness levels into account.

5.3 Related Work

Applying machine learning to understand visual-textual relationships has en-

abled a number of new applications, e.g., better accessibility via automatic gen-

eration of alt text (Garcia et al., 2016), cheaper training-data acquisition for com-

puter vision (Joulin et al., 2016; Veit et al., 2017), and cross-modal retrieval sys-

tems, e.g., Rasiwasia et al. (2010); Costa Pereira et al. (2014b).
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Multimodal datasets often have substantially differing characteristics, and

are used for different tasks (Baltrušaitis et al., 2018). Some commonly used

datasets couple images with a handful of unordered tags (Barnard et al., 2003;

Cusano et al., 2004; Grangier and Bengio, 2008; Chen et al., 2013a) or short, lit-

eral natural language captions (Farhadi et al., 2010; Ordóñez et al., 2011; Kulka-

rni et al., 2013; Fang et al., 2015). In other cross-modal retrieval settings, images

are paired with long, only loosely thematically-related documents. (Khan et al.,

2009; Socher and Fei-Fei, 2010; Jia et al., 2011; Zhuang et al., 2013). We provide

experimental results on both types of data.

Concreteness in datasets has been previously studied in either text-only

cases (Turney et al., 2011; Hill et al., 2013) or by incorporating human judg-

ments of perception into models (Silberer and Lapata, 2012; Hill and Korhonen,

2014a). Other work has quantified characteristics of concreteness in multimodal

datasets (Yatskar et al., 2013; Young et al., 2014; Hill et al., 2014; Hill and Korho-

nen, 2014b; Kiela and Bottou, 2014; Jas and Parikh, 2015; Lazaridou et al., 2015;

Silberer et al., 2016; Lu et al., 2017; Bhaskar et al., 2017). Most related to our

work is that of Kiela et al. (2014); the authors use Google image search to collect

50 images each for a variety of words and compute the average cosine similar-

ity between vector representations of returned images. In contrast, our method

can be tuned to specific datasets without reliance on an external search engine.

Other algorithmic advantages of our method include that: it more readily scales

than previous solutions, it makes relatively few assumptions regarding the dis-

tribution of images/text, it normalizes for word frequency in a principled fash-

ion, and it can produce confidence intervals. Finally, the method we propose

can be applied to both discrete and continuous concepts like topic distributions.
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5.4 Quantifying Visual Concreteness

To compute visual concreteness scores, we adopt the same general approach as

Kiela et al. (2014): for a fixed text concept (i.e., a word or topic), we measure

the variance in the corresponding visual features. The method is summarized

in Figure 5.1.

5.4.1 Concreteness of discrete words

We assume as input a multimodal dataset of n images represented in a space

where nearest neighbors may be computed. Additionally, each image is associ-

ated with a set of discrete words/tags. We write wv for the set of words/tags

associated with image v, and Vw for the set of all images associated with a

word w. For example, if the vth image is of a dog playing frisbee, wv might be

{frisbee,dog, in,park}, and v ∈ Vpark.

Our goal is to measure how “clustered” a word is in image feature space.

Specifically, we ask: for each image v ∈ Vw, how often are v’s nearest neigh-

bors also associated with w? We thus compute the expected value of MNIk
w, the

number of mutually neighboring images of word w:

EPdata
[MNIk

w] =
1

|Vw|

∑

v∈Vw

|NNk(v) ∩ Vw| , (5.1)

where NNk(v) denotes the set of v’s k nearest neighbors in image space.

While Equation 5.1 measures clusteredness, it does not properly normalize

for frequency. Consider a word like “and”; we expect it to have low concrete-

ness, but its associated images will share neighbors simply because “and” is a
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frequent unigram. To correct for this, we compute the concreteness of a word as

the ratio of E[MNIk
w] under the true distribution of the image data to a random

distribution of the image data:

concreteness(w) =
EPdata

[MNIk
w]

EPrandom
[MNIk

w]
(5.2)

While the denominator of this expression can be computed in closed form, we

use EPrandom
[MNIk

w] ≈
k|Vw |

n
; this approximation is faster to compute and is negligi-

bly different from the true expectation in practice.

5.4.2 Extension to continuous topics

We extend the definition of concreteness to continuous concepts, so that our

work applies also to topic model outputs; this extension is needed because the

intersection in Equation 5.1 cannot be directly applied to real values. Assume

we are given a set of topics T and an image-by-topic matrix Y ∈ Rn×|T |, where

the vth row3 is a topic distribution for the text associated with image v, i.e., Yi j =

P(topic j|image i). For each topic t, we compute the average topic weight for

each image v’s neighbors, and take a weighted average as:

concreteness(t) =
n

k
·

∑n
v=1[Yvt

∑
j∈NNk(v) Y jt]

(∑n
v=1 Yvt

)2 (5.3)

Note that Equations 5.1 and 5.3 are computations of means. Therefore, confi-

dence intervals can be computed in both cases either using a normality assump-

tion or bootstrapping.

3The construction is necessarily different for different types of datasets, as described in §5.5.
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Edward Geary 
Lansdale (February 6, 
1908 – February 23, 
1987)[1] was a United 
States Air Force 
officer who served in 
the Office of Strategic 
Services and the 
Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA). He 
rose to the rank of 
Major General and 
was awarded the 
Distinguished Service 
Medal in 1963. He 
was an early 
proponent of more 
aggressive U.S. 
actions in the Cold 
War. Lansdale was 
born in Detroit, 
Michigan and died in 
McLean, Virginia.

Micronesia (from 
Greek: μικρός, 
mikrós, "small" + 
Greek: νῆσος, nêsos, 
"island") is a 
subregion of Oceania, 
comprising thousands 
of small islands in the 
western Pacific 
Ocean. It has a shared 
cultural history with 
two other island 
regions, Polynesia to 
the east and Melanesia 
to the south.

The region has a 
tropical marine 
climate, and is part of 
the Oceania ecozone. 
There are four main 
archipelagos along 
with numerous 
outlying islands.

A small pizza 
covered in 
tomatoes, fresh 
basil and shredded 
cheese.

A skier participates 
in a competitive 
event at night.

...while still farther 
away, where the 
schuylkill and 
delaware meet on 
their way to the sea, 
low and dark on the 
horizon lies league 
island the 
navy-yard of the 
future. if, now, he 
turn his back on the 
river,...

keep still your 
sword, keep cool 
your head. i have 
no wish to see you 
dead, nor 
oockscombe either 
i shall try your skill 
in something 
different (pauses. 
eglantine looks at 
her inquiringly). i'll 
try you both. 
(archly) the king 
shall say which is 
the cleverest, his 
protege or mine.

stencil streetart 
banksy pasted 
unusualimage 
eastend london 
graffiti

(courtesy 
unusualimage)

1020mm columbus downtown hdr 
bridge nikon skyline d40x ohio river 
sigma (courtesy Julian Rosario)

WIKI BL

1

2

1

2

Wiki 1: ... Lansdale 
was a United States 
Air Force officer...
Wiki 2: ... Micronesia 
is a subregion of 
Oceania...
BL 1: ... cool your 
head. i have no wish 
to see you dead... 
BL 2: ... the schuylkill 
and delaware meet 
on their way to the 
sea...

Figure 5.2: Examples of text and images from our new Wiki/BL datasets.

5.5 Datasets

We consider four datasets that span a variety of multimodal settings. Two

are publicly available and widely used (COCO/Flickr); we collected and pre-

processed the other two (Wiki/BL). The Wikipedia and British Library sets

are available for download at http://www.cs.cornell.edu/˜jhessel/

concreteness/concreteness.html. Dataset statistics are given in Ta-

ble 5.1, and summarized as follows:

Wikipedia (Wiki). We collected a dataset consisting of 192K articles from the

English Wikipedia, along with the 549K images contained in those articles.

Following Wilson’s popularity filtering technique,4 we selected this subset of

Wikipedia by identifying articles that received at least 50 views on March 5th,

2016.5 To our knowledge, the previous largest publicly available multimodal

Wikipedia dataset comes from ImageCLEF’s 2011 retrieval task (Popescu et al.,

2010), which consists of 137K images associated with English articles.

Images often appear on multiple pages: an image of the Eiffel tower might

appear on pages for Paris, for Gustave Eiffel, and for the tower itself.

4https://goo.gl/B11yyO
5The articles were extracted from an early March, 2016 data dump.
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# Images Mean Len Train Test

Wiki 549K 1397.8 177K 10K
BL 405K 2269.6 69K 5K
COCO 123K 10.5 568K 10K
Flickr 754K 9.0 744K 10K

Table 5.1: Dataset statistics: total number of images, average text length in
words, and size of the train/test splits we use in §5.7.

Historical Books from British Library (BL). The British Library has released a

set of digitized books (British Library Labs, 2016) consisting of 25M pages of

OCRed text, alongside 500K+ images scraped from those pages of text. The

release splits images into four categories; we ignore “bound covers” and “em-

bellishments” and use images identified as “plates” and “medium sized.” We

associated images with all text within a 3-page window.

This raw data collection is noisy. Many books are not in English, some books

contain far more images than others, and the images themselves are of vary-

ing size and rotation. To combat these issues we only keep books that have

identifiably English text; for each cross-validation split in our machine-learning

experiments (§5.7) we sample at most 10 images from each book; and we use

book-level holdout so that no images/text in the test set are from books in the

training set.

Captions and Tags. We also examine two popular existing datasets: Microsoft

COCO (captions) (Lin et al., 2014) (COCO) and MIRFLICKR-1M (tags) (Huiskes

et al., 2010) (Flickr). For COCO, we construct our own training/validation splits

from the 123K images, each of which has 5 captions. For Flickr, as an initial

preprocessing step we only consider the 7.3K tags that appear at least 200 times,

and the 754K images that are associated with at least 3 of the 7.3K valid tags.
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Figure 5.3: Examples of the most and least concrete words/topics from Wiki,
COCO, and Flickr, along with example images associated with each highlighted

word/topic.

5.6 Validation of Concreteness Scoring

We apply our concreteness measure to the four datasets. For COCO and

Flickr, we use unigrams as concepts, while for Wiki and BL, we extract 256-

dimensional topic distributions using Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) (Blei

et al., 2003). For BL, topic distributions are derived from text in the aforemen-

tioned 3 page window; for Wiki, for each image, we compute the mean topic

distribution of all articles that image appears in; for Flickr, we associate im-

ages with all of their tags; for COCO, we concatenate all captions for a given

image. For computing concreteness scores for COCO/Flickr, we only consider

unigrams associated with at least 100 images, so as to ensure the stability of

MNI as defined in Equation 5.1.

We extract image features from the pre-softmax layer of a deep convolutional

neural network, ResNet50 (He et al., 2016b), pretrained for the ImageNet clas-

sification task (Deng et al., 2009); this method is known to be a strong baseline

(Sharif Razavian et al., 2014).6 For nearest neighbor search, we use the Annoy

6We explore different image/text representations in later sections.
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library,7 which computes approximate kNN efficiently. We use k = 50 nearest

neighbors, though the results presented are stable for reasonable choices of k,

e.g., k = 25, 100.

5.6.1 Concreteness and human judgments

Following Kiela et al. (2014), we borrow a dataset of human judgments to val-

idate our concreteness computation method.8 The concreteness of words is a

topic of interest in psychology because concreteness relates to a variety of as-

pects of human behavior, e.g., language acquisition, memory, etc. (Schwanen-

flugel and Shoben, 1983; Paivio, 1991; Walker and Hulme, 1999; De Groot and

Keijzer, 2000).

We compare against the human-gathered unigram concreteness judgments

provided in the USF Norms dataset (USF) (Nelson et al., 2004); for each un-

igram, raters provided judgments of its concreteness on a 1-7 scale. For

Flickr/COCO, we compute Spearman correlation using these per-unigram

scores (the vocabulary overlap between USF and Flickr/COCO is 1.3K/1.6K),

and for Wiki/BL, we compute topic-level human judgment scores via a simple

average amongst the top 100 most probable words in the topic.

As a null hypothesis, we consider the possibility that our concreteness mea-

sure is simply mirroring frequency information.9 We measure frequency for

each dataset by measuring how often a particular word/topic appears in it. A

7github.com/spotify/annoy
8Note that because concreteness of words/topics varies from dataset to dataset, we don’t ex-

pect one set of human judgments to correlate perfectly with our concreteness scores. However,
partial correlation with human judgment offers a common-sense “reality check.”

9We return to this hypothesis in §5.7.1 as well; there, too, we find that concreteness and
frequency capture different information.
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Figure 5.4: Spearman correlations between human judgment (USF) and our al-
gorithm’s outputs, and dataset frequency. In the case of Flickr/COCO/WIKI
our concreteness scores correlate with human judgement to a greater extent than
frequency. For BL, neither frequency nor our concreteness measure is correlated
with human judgement. ***/**/* := p < .001/.01/.05

useful concreteness measure should correlate with USF more than a simple fre-

quency baseline does.

For COCO/Flickr/Wiki, concreteness scores output by our method posi-

tively correlate with human judgments of concreteness more than frequency

does (see Figure 5.4). For COCO, this pattern holds even when controlling for

part-of-speech (not shown), whereas Flickr adjectives are not correlated with

USF. For BL, neither frequency nor our concreteness scores are significantly cor-

related with USF. Thus, in three of our four datasets, our measure tends to pre-

dict human concreteness judgments better than frequency.

Concreteness and frequency. While concreteness measures correlate with hu-

man judgment better than frequency, we do expect some correlation between a

word’s frequency and its concreteness (Gorman, 1961). In all cases, we observe

a moderate-to-strong positive correlation between infrequency and concrete-

ness (ρwiki, ρcoco, ρ f lickr, ρbl = .06, .35, .40, .71) indicating that rarer words/topics

are more concrete, in general. However, the correlation is not perfect, and con-
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creteness and frequency measure different properties of words.

5.6.2 Concreteness within datasets

Figure 5.3 gives examples from Wiki, COCO, and Flickr illustrating the con-

cepts associated with the smallest and largest concreteness scores according to

our method.10 The scores often align with intuition, e.g., for Wiki, sports top-

ics are often concrete, whereas country-based or abstract-idea-based topics are

not.11 For COCO, polar (because of polar bears) and ben (because of Big Ben) are

concrete; whereas somewhere and possibly are associated with a wide variety of

images.

Concreteness scores form a continuum, making explicit not only the extrema

(as in Figure 5.3) but also the middle ground, e.g., in COCO, “wilderness” (rank

479) is more visually concrete than “outside” (rank 2012). Also, dataset-specific

intricacies that are not obvious a priori are highlighted, e.g., in COCO, 150/151

references to “magnets” (rank 6) are in the visual context of a refrigerator (mak-

ing “magnets” visually concrete) though the converse is not true, as both “re-

frigerator” (rank 329) and “fridge” (rank 272) often appear without magnets; 61

captions in COCO are exactly “There is no image here to provide a caption for,”

and this dataset error is made explicit through concreteness score computations.

10The BL results are less interpretable and are omitted for space reasons.
11Perhaps fittingly, the “linguistics” topic (top words: term, word, common, list, names,

called, form, refer, meaning) is the least visually concrete of all 256 topics.
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5.6.3 Concreteness varies across datasets

To what extent are the concreteness scores dataset-specific? To investigate this

question, we compute the correlation between Flickr and COCO unigram con-

creteness scores for 1129 overlapping terms. While the two are positively cor-

related (ρ = .48, p < .01) there are many exceptions that highlight the utility

of computing dataset-independent scores. For instance, “London” is extremely

concrete in COCO (rank 9) as compared to in Flickr (rank 1110). In COCO,

images of London tend to be iconic (i.e., Big Ben, double decker buses); in con-

trast, “London” often serves as a geotag for a wider variety of images in Flickr.

Conversely, “watch” in Flickr is concrete (rank 196) as it tends to refer to the

timepiece, whereas “watch” is not concrete in COCO (rank 958) as it tends to

refer to the verb; while these relationships are not obvious a priori, our concrete-

ness method has helped to highlight these usage differences between the image

tagging and captioning datasets.

5.7 Learning Image/Text Correspondences

Previous work suggests that incorporating visual features for less concrete con-

cepts can be harmful in word similarity tasks (Hill and Korhonen, 2014b; Kiela

et al., 2014; Kiela and Bottou, 2014; Hill et al., 2014). However, it is less clear if

this intuition applies to more practical tasks (e.g., retrieval), or if this problem

can be overcome simply by applying the “right” machine learning algorithm.

We aim to tackle these questions in this section.

The learning task. The task we consider is the construction of a joint embed-
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ding of images and text into a shared vector space. Truly corresponding im-

age/text pairs (e.g., if the text is a caption of that image) should be placed close

together in the new space relative to image/text pairs that do not match. This

task is a good representative of multimodal learning because computing a joint

embedding of text and images is often a “first step” for downstream tasks, e.g.,

cross-modal retrieval (Rasiwasia et al., 2010), image tagging (Chen et al., 2013a),

and caption generation (Kiros et al., 2015).

Evaluations. Following previous work in cross-modal retrieval, we measure

performance using the top-k% hit rate (also called recall-at-k-percent, R@k%;

higher is better). Cross-modal retrieval can be applied in either direction, i.e.,

searching for an image given a body of text, or vice-versa. We examine both

the image-search-text and text-search-image cases . For simplicity, we average

retrieval performance from both directions, producing a single metric;12 higher

is better.

Visual Representations. Echoing Wei et al. (2016), we find that features ex-

tracted from convolutional neural networks (CNNs) outperform classical com-

puter vision descriptors (e.g., color histograms) for multimodal retrieval. We

consider two different CNNs pretrained on different datasets: ResNet50 fea-

tures trained on the ImageNet classification task (RN-Imagenet), and Incep-

tionV3 (Szegedy et al., 2015) trained on the OpenImages (Krasin et al., 2017)

image tagging task (I3-OpenImages).

Text Representations. We consider sparse unigram and tfidf indicator vectors.

In both cases, we limit the vocabulary size to 7.5K. We next consider latent-

12Averaging is done for ease of presentation; the performance in both directions is similar.
Among the parametric approaches (LS/DCCA/NS) across all datasets/NLP algorithms, the
mean difference in performance between the directions is 1.7% (std. dev=2%).
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Figure 5.5: Concreteness scores versus retrievability (plotted) for each dataset,
along with Recall at 1% (in tables, higher is better) for each algorithm combi-
nation. Tables give average retrieval performance over 10-fold cross-validation
for each combination of NLP/alignment algorithm; the top three performing
combinations are bolded. The concreteness versus retrievability curves are plot-
ted for the top-3 performing algorithms, though similar results hold for all al-
gorithms. Our concreteness scores and performance are positively correlated,
though the shape of the relationship between the two differs from dataset to
dataset (note the differing scales of the y-axes). All results are for RN-ImageNet;
the similar I3-OpenImages results are omitted for space reasons.

variable bag-of-words models, including LDA (Blei et al., 2003) (256 topics,

trained with Mallet (McCallum, 2002)) a specialized biterm topic model (BTM)

(Yan et al., 2013) for short texts (30 topics), and paragraph vectors (PV) (Le

and Mikolov, 2014) (PV-DBOW version, 256 dimensions, trained with Gensim

(Řehůřek and Sojka, 2010)).13

Alignment of Text and Images. We explore four algorithms for learning corre-

spondences between image and text vectors. We first compare against Hodosh

et al. (2013)’s nonparametric baseline (NP), which is akin to a nearest-neighbor

search. This algorithm is related to the concreteness score algorithm we previ-

13We also ran experiments encoding text using order-aware recurrent neural networks, but
we did not observe significant performance differences.
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ously introduced in that it exploits the geometry of the image/text spaces using

nearest-neighbor techniques. In general, performance metrics for this algorithm

provide an estimate of how “easy” a particular task is in terms of the initial im-

age/text representations.

We next map image features to text features via a simple linear transforma-

tion. Let (ti, vi) be a text/image pair in the dataset. We learn a linear transforma-

tion W that minimizes

∑

i

‖W fimage(vi) − ftext(ti)‖
2
2 + λ‖W‖F (5.4)

for feature extraction functions fimage and ftext, e.g., RN-ImageNet/LDA. It is

possible to map images onto text as in Equation 5.4, or map text onto images

in an analogous fashion. We find that the directionality of the mapping is im-

portant. We train models in both directions, and combine their best-performing

results into a single least-squares (LS) model.

Next we consider Negative Sampling (NS), which balances two objectives:

true image/text pairs should be close in the shared latent space, while randomly

combined image/text pairs should be far apart. For a text/image pair (ti, vi), let

s(ti, vi) be the cosine similarity of the pair in the shared space. The loss for a

single positive example (ti, vi) given a negative sample (t′i , v
′
i) is

h
(
s(ti, vi), s(ti, v

′
i)
)
+ h
(
s(ti, vi), s(t′i , vi)

)
(5.5)

for the hinge function h(p, n) = max{0, α− p+ n}. Following Kiros et al. (2015) we

set α = .2.

Finally, we consider Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), which projects

image and text representations down to independent dimensions of high mul-

timodal correlation. CCA-based methods are popular within the IR community
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for learning multimodal embeddings (Costa Pereira et al., 2014b; Gong et al.,

2014). We use Wang et al. (2015b)’s stochastic method for training deep CCA

(Andrew et al., 2013) (DCCA), a method that is competitive with traditional

kernel CCA (Wang et al., 2015a) but less memory-intensive to train.

Training details. LS, NS, and DCCA were implemented using Keras (Chollet,

2015).14 In total, we examine all combinations of: four datasets, five NLP algo-

rithms, two vision algorithms, four cross-modal alignment algorithms, and two

feature preprocessing settings; each combination was run using 10-fold cross-

validation.

Absolute retrieval quality. The tables in Figure 5.5 contain the retrieval re-

sults for RN-ImageNet image features across each dataset, alignment algorithm,

and text representation scheme. We show results for R@1%, but R@5% and

R@10% are similar. I3-OpenImages image features underperform relative to

RN-ImageNet and are omitted for space reasons, though the results are similar.

The BL corpus is the most difficult of the datasets we consider, yielding the

lowest retrieval scores. The highly-curated COCO dataset appears to be the eas-

iest, followed by Flickr and then Wikipedia. No single algorithm combination

is “best” in all cases.

14We used Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015), batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015), and
ReLU activations. Regularization and architectures (e.g., number of layers in DCCA/NS, regu-
larization parameter in LS) were chosen over a validation set separately for each cross-validation
split. Training is stopped when retrieval metrics decline over the validation set. All models were
trained twice, using both raw features and zero-mean/unit-variance features.
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5.7.1 Concreteness scores and performance

We now examine the relationship between retrieval performance and concrete-

ness scores. Because concreteness scores are on the word/topic level, we define

a retrievability metric that summarizes an algorithm’s performance on a given

concept; for example, we might expect that retrievability(dog) is greater than

retrievability(beautiful).

Borrowing the R@1% metric from the previous section, we let I[ri < 1%] be

an indicator variable indicating that test instance i was retrieved correctly, i.e.,

I[ri < 1%] is 1 if the the average rank ri of the image-search-text/text-search-

image directions is better than 1%, and 0 otherwise. Let sic be the affinity of test

instance i to concept c. In the case of topic distributions, sic is the proportion of

topic c in instance i; in the case of unigrams, sic is the length-normalized count

of unigram c on instance i. Retrievability is defined using a weighted average

over test instances i as:

retrievability(c) =

∑
i sic · I[ri < 1%]∑

i sic

(5.6)

The retrievability of c will be higher if instances more associated with c are more

easily retrieved by the algorithm.

Retrievability vs. Concreteness. The graphs in Figure 5.5 plot our concreteness

scores versus retrievability of the top 3 performing NLP/alignment algorithm

combinations for all 4 datasets. In all cases, there is a strong positive corre-

lation between concreteness and retrievability, which provides evidence that

more concrete concepts are easier to retrieve.

The shape of the concreteness-retrievability curve appears to vary between

datasets more than between algorithms. In COCO, the relationship between the
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Figure 5.8: COCO
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Figure 5.9: Flickr

Figure 5.10: Correlation between word/topic frequency and retrievability for
each of the four datasets. Compared to our concreteness measure (see Figure 5.5;
note that the while x-axes are different, the y-axes are the same) frequency ex-
plains relatively little variance in retrievability.

two appears to smoothly increase. In Wiki, on the other hand, there appears to

be a concreteness threshold, beyond which retrieval becomes much easier.

There is little relationship between retrievability and frequency, further sug-

gesting that our concreteness measure is not simply mirroring frequency. We

re-made the plots in Figure 5.5, except we swapped the x-axis from concrete-

ness to frequency; the resulting plots, given in Figure 5.10, are much flatter,
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indicating that retrievability and frequency are mostly uncorrelated. Addi-

tional regression analyses reveal that for the top-3 performing algorithms on

Flickr/Wiki/BL/COCO, concreteness explains 33%/64%/11%/15% of the vari-

ance in retrievability, respectively. In contrast, for all datasets, frequency ex-

plained less than 1% of the variance in retrievability.

5.8 Beyond Cross-Modal Retrieval

Concreteness scores do more than just predict retrieval performance; they also

predict the difficulty of image classification. Two popular shared tasks from the

ImageNet 2015 competition published class-level errors of all entered systems.

We used the unigram concreteness scores from Flickr/COCO computed in §5.4

to derive concreteness scores for the ImageNet classes.15 We find that for both

classification and localization, for all 10 top performing entries, and for both

Flickr/COCO, there exists a moderate-to-strong Spearman correlation between

concreteness and performance among the classes for which concreteness scores

were available (nflickr, ncoco = 171, 288; .18 < ρ < .44; p < .003 in all cases). This

result suggests that concrete concepts may tend to be easier on tasks other than

retrieval, as well.

15There are 1K classes in both ImageNet tasks, but we were only able to compute concreteness
scores for a subset, due to vocabulary differences.
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5.9 Future Directions

At present, it remains unclear if abstract concepts should be viewed as noise

to be discarded (as in Kiela et al. (2014)), or more difficult, but learnable, signal.

Because large datasets (e.g., social media) increasingly mix modalities using am-

biguous, abstract language, researchers will need to tackle this question going

forward. We hope that visual concreteness scores can guide investigations of the

trickiest aspects of multimodal tasks. Our work suggests the following future

directions:

Evaluating algorithms: Because concreteness scores are able to predict perfor-

mance prior to training, evaluations could be reported over concrete and ab-

stract instances separately, as opposed to aggregating into a single performance

metric. A new algorithm that consistently performs well on non-concrete con-

cepts, even at the expense of performance on concrete concepts, would repre-

sent a significant advance in multimodal learning.

Designing datasets: When constructing a new multimodal dataset, or aug-

menting an existing one, concreteness scores can offer insights regarding how

resources should be allocated. Most directly, these scores enable focusing on

“concrete visual concepts” (Huiskes et al., 2010; Chen et al., 2015b), by issuing

image-search queries could be issued exclusively for concrete concepts during

dataset construction. The opposite approach could also be employed, by prior-

itizing less concrete concepts.

Curriculum learning: During training, instances could be up/down-weighted

in the training process in accordance with concreteness scores. It is not clear

if placing more weight on the trickier cases (down-weighting concreteness), or
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giving up on the harder instances (up-weighting concreteness) would lead to

better performance, or differing algorithm behavior.

5.10 Brief Retrospective

While the original published version of this work pointed towards several po-

tential applications of concreteness scores, we were excited to find that our scor-

ing method has proven useful for a task we did not consider. Specifically: Shi

et al. (2019) utilized concreteness scores as a baseline for unsupervised con-

stituency parsing. By first computing the average visual concreteness of differ-

ent spans of words and then applying a greedy clustering step, something quite

close to a sentence parse tree can be constructed. Follow up work from Kojima

et al. (2020) has confirmed the efficacy of this and related methods. Even for

more sophisticated models with greater internal representational capacity, col-

lapsing models to a single hidden dimension results in almost no performance

degredation, and the single-dimension representation the model learns ends up

closely correlating with the concreteness scores computed by our method.
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CHAPTER 6

FUTURE WORK

The focus of this thesis was multimodal web data. Four primary projects

were discussed. Two focused on leveraging this data to build better machine

learning tools capable of drawing connections between different data modali-

ties. The other two focused on building understanding of how people actually

utilize images and text to communicate online. We argued that these two objec-

tives, leveraging web data and understanding web data, are linked: improve-

ments in one program drive improvements in the other.

6.0.1 Ethical Considerations in Machine Learning

In the era of “big data,” important conversations about ethical considerations of

machine learning are happening in-step with algorithmic improvements. Ma-

chine learning datasets are generally gathered from the web, constructed via

crowdsourcing, or some combination of the two (e.g., post-hoc captions gener-

ated by crowdworkers on images scraped from Flickr). While some arguments

have been made regarding the potentially unethical implications of construct-

ing a dataset purely via crowdsourcing (Fort et al., 2011; Williamson, 2016), our

focus will be three major themes that apply to the the exploration of web data:

consent, bias, and application. As a preface, we largely agree with the framing

of Ess and Jones (2004): they argue 1) that “Internet research are ethical prob-

lems precisely because they evoke more than one ethically defensible response

to a specific dilemma or problem. Ambiguity, uncertainty, and disagreement are

inevitable.” but also 2) that “recognizing the possibility of a range of defensible

ethical responses to a given dilemma does not commit us to ethical relativism
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(‘anything goes’).”

Consent

In the case of web data, rarely are authors or subjects (in text, images, or videos)

explicitly asked whether or not they are okay with their data being aggregated

into a training set, and most are unaware that their data is even viewable by

researchers (Fiesler and Proferes, 2018). While recent work highlights issues

of consent in the ImageNet dataset (Prabhu and Birhane, 2020) (collected from

Flickr) almost no machine learning dataset collected from web data meets, for

example, the criteria of informed consent. Furthermore, legal standards of con-

sent (e.g., a user agreeing to an EULA, or a user uploading an image under a

copyright-permissive license) often do not accord with ethical ideals.

Is informed consent the “correct” framework for data collection in machine

learning? Consider the case of the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005), which under-

lies many machine translation datasets/challenges, e.g., the WMT14 datasets

(Macháček and Bojar, 2014). This data consists of transcripts of politicians

speaking publicly, presumably with the understanding that their actions are

being recorded. But even in this case, these people were not explicitly asked

whether or not they would be okay with their data being used in a ma-

chine learning context, nor can they remove their utterances from now widely-

distributed WMT corpora. The purpose of this example isn’t to single out Eu-

roparl, but to point out that, even if a corpus is not explicitly advertised as “web

data” and is typically viewed as innocuous by the community, it can still violate

a strict application of the informed consent standard.
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boyd and Marwick (2011) explore additional axes of data consent, compar-

ing being “in public” (as in: being observable) vs. “being public” (as in: actively

seeking public attention) online. While a useful distinction, consideration of

publicity expectations on the side of the author doesn’t fully solve the consent

problem. For example, if a researcher constructs a dataset of hate speech in an

online social network, should individuals posting that hate speech in the collec-

tion still be afforded the “right to be forgotten,” thereby hindering research on,

e.g., extremism in online social networks?

Bias

One alluring aspect of training on a web corpus is that fewer preprocessing deci-

sions must be explicitly made by a practitioner. On the surface, a “uniform sam-

ple” from the web may seem a promising path towards “objectivity,” especially

when the alternative is bias arising from dataset curation or construction. But

this reasoning is incomplete, especially when the end goal is to make a deploy-

able tool. Given that statistical generalization is about recognizing patterns in

training data (and reproducing those patterns come test-time), models certainly

have the capacity to learn pernicious human biases. One simple but powerful

example is due to Bolukbasi et al. (2016): they show that models based on word

co-occurrences readily exhibit sexist correlations, e.g., “man” is to “doctor” as

“woman” is to “nurse.” These word embedding models are frequently used as

parameter initializations for training neural networks for downstream tasks.

Given that models often reflect the societal (or curation) biases present in
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(pre)training data, the deployment1 of machine learning-based tools should be

undertaken with extreme care. Many cases of discrimination have been docu-

mented: Buolamwini and Gebru (2018) show racial discrepancies in commer-

cial facial recognition software; Noble (2018) shows that several Google Search

features, e.g., autocomplete, reflect societal biases; and Amazon was forced to

abandon an automatic resume screening tool because it was sexist.2

Statistical models are optimized to reproduce trends present in the training

data when making predictions. So, especially when deploying a tool trained

on web data, achieving high accuracy is insufficient. We must also be vigi-

lant to how and why algorithms make the predictions that they do, assess the

cost/benefit of deploying/building tools, and be prepared to act when the im-

pact of deployed tools is discriminatory, despite best efforts.

Application

Before auditing biased data or biased predictions, it’s always worth reflecting

on why are particular datasets and questions are being investigated in the first

place. Tatman (2020) summarizes: “Can I minimize differences in accuracy between

subgroups” is less important than “should this be built at all.” Reasoning about the

risks of unintended dual use (Jonas, 1979) is complex, personal, and ambiguous,

but not unique to data science. However, this reflection is particularly important

for machine learning researchers, not only because of the broad social impact

1This is in contrast to the use case of exploring societal biases encoded in large-scale web data
using statistical models. Abebe et al. (2020) refer to this case as “Computing as Diagnostic,” and
computational tools are deployed to “measure social problems and diagnose how they manifest
in technical systems.” Thus, “debiasing” methods may be inappropriate if the goal is diagnostic.

2https://www.reuters.com/article/us-amazon-com-jobs-automation-

insight/amazon-scraps-secret-ai-recruiting-tool-that-showed-bias-

against-women-idUSKCN1MK08G
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of technology, but also because non-technical practitioners3 (often unjustifably)

favor automatic predictions to human ones (Cummings, 2004). In a machine

learning context, this “Automation Bias” problem may be exacerbated by “in-

telligent” behavior being ascribed to “AI” algorithms (Challen et al., 2019).

Steps to addressing ethical concerns

Minimally, as summarized by boyd and Crawford (2012): “Researchers must

keep asking themselves — and their colleagues — about the ethics of their data

collection, analysis, and publication.” Within machine learning, steps have been

taken towards this end. Institutional review boards, including Cornell Uni-

versity’s,4 have recently posted new guidelines for working with social media

data. Improved documentation (Bender and Friedman, 2018; Gebru et al., 2018;

Mitchell et al., 2019) offers a step towards clarifying assumptions made dur-

ing collection/modeling and specifying intended use cases. Legal regulation

can offer practical requirements: while primarily focused on businesses rather

than researchers, the General Data Protection Regulation (Council of European

Union, 2014) (or GDPR, for short) aims to provide individuals with opportu-

nities for affirmative consent, the right to be forgotten, etc. (though the trans-

lation between business requirements and research needs is imperfect). While

not a panacea, in special cases, some mathematical notions of “fairness” can be

optimized (Zafar et al., 2017). Major NLP conferences like ACL and EMNLP

have recently updated their review form to explicitly ask reviewers to consider

ethical concerns of submissions. Finally, guidelines for considering the ethics of

internet research problems were proposed by Markham and Buchanan (2012):

3And undoubtedly some machine learning researchers.
4https://researchservices.cornell.edu/policies/irb-policy-20-use-

social-networking-sites-or-mobile-devices-human-participant-research
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they give an outline of questions to spark introspection, e.g., “What are the po-

tential harms or risks associated with this study — for individuals, for online

communities, for researchers, for research?” and “What are potential benefits

associated with this study?”

Of the guidelines proposed by Markham and Buchanan (2012), one particu-

larly resonates with us: “How are we recognizing the autonomy of others and

acknowledging that they are of equal worth to ourselves and should be treated

so?” It is our hope that with empathy, openness to critique, and willingness

to listen, that tools built upon web data can continue to improve lives while

minimizing harm.

6.0.2 Future Multimodal Work

Given the difficultly of many cross-modal reasoning tasks, there is a significant

amount of future work to be undertaken towards these joint research agendas.

I conclude by highlighting two high-level directions, one related to leveraging

web data, and the other related to understanding web data.

1. As discussed in the introduction of this dissertation, a strong argument

for utilizing large, unlabeled web corpora is pragmatic. Put simply: un-

supervised pretraining “works” better than most other methods, at least

in terms of accuracy (and related evaluations) for the most challenging

datasets available today.

However, there are at least two possible shortcomings of web data. First,

the function vs. form problem is highlighted by Bender and Koller (2020),
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who argue that training on “surface forms” of language (e.g., those avail-

able in a web data dump) will never lead to true language understand-

ing. Without grounding to some sort of communicative intent (or similar),

statistical methods trained on web corpora may be doomed to shallow

pattern recognition, rather than true “language understanding.” Even the

difference between these two modes of comprehension is not yet fully de-

fined, and, thus, it’s not clear whether or not we would even know if our

systems were inching from recognition to understanding.

Second, the reporting bias (Van Durme, 2010) problem with web data is

that not all useful information is stated in the “proper” frequency. A mul-

timodal example is the “Black Sheep” problem.5 While most sheep in the

world are white, the term “black sheep” appears with greater frequency in

most web corpora vs. “white sheep.” Thus, a language-only model might

be inclined to guess that most sheep are indeed black (entirely missing the

point of the “black sheep” idiom). Even worse, some information may not

be stated at all. Forbes et al. (2019) summarizes succinctly: “Any impli-

cation that can be trivially understood by a person is precisely the kind

of information left unsaid.” Present exciting work (e.g., Sap et al. (2019))

is addressing this concern by building commonsense knowledge datasets

containing usually-unstated background information. Even for tasks re-

lated to these types of corpora, however, pretraining on a large web cor-

pus still results in significant performance improvement (Bosselut et al.,

2019).

Thus, it largely remains an open question as to 1) whether or not web data

5The summary here is inspried by Daumé’s blogpost (https://nlpers.blogspot.com/
2016/06/language-bias-and-black-sheep.html), which, in turn, was inspired by dis-
cussions with Meg Mitchell.
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(coupled with the proper unsupervised training objective and sufficient

scale) will be sufficient to build models capable of truly understanding

text; and 2) if not, then what additional structured information should act

as a supplement (or replacement).

2. Several prior works have proposed typologies of image-text communica-

tion (Zhang et al., 2018a; Alikhani and Stone, 2019; Vempala and Preoţiuc-

Pietro, 2019; Alikhani et al., 2019), for example Marsh and Domas White

(2003)’s categorization specifies “49 relationships and groups them in

three categories according to the closeness of the conceptual relationship

between image and text;” these range from “the image reiterates the text”

to “the image transforms the text.” These taxonomies are often inspired

by studies of multimodal communication in various contexts, e.g., adver-

tising, comic books, the web, etc. (Schwarcz, 1982; Hobbs, 1990; McCloud

and Manning, 1998; Martinec and Salway, 2005; Cohn, 2013).

Statistical methods potentially offer a complementary means of corpus ex-

ploration (versus pre-specifying a particular taxonomy). Specifically, it

would be ideal to develop unsupervised tools that cluster image-text mes-

sages automatically according to their communicative intent/strategy;

this is in contrast to most multimodal clustering methods which focus

on content, e.g., cat-related images are clustered with cat-related captions.

In doing so, it may well be possible to automatically discover different

context-specific typologies of image-text relations.
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